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STATE OF IDAHO 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
Plaintiff- 
Respondent, 1 
1 
-VS- 1 
1 
COREY SEAN FREDERZCK, 1 
Supreme Court No. 33575 
Defendant- 
Appellant. 
Appeal from the Third Judicial District, Canyon County, Idaho. 
E-IONOWLE JUNEAL C. KERRICK, Presiding 
Molly I-Iuskey, State Appellate Public Defender, 3647 Lake Harbor Lane, 
Boise, Idaho 83703 
Attorney for Appellant 
Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, Statehouse, Boise, Idaho 83720 
Attorney for Respondent 
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Date 12120/2006 T ~ ~ ~ d Y u d i c i a l  District Court - Canyon Goun%$a; 
@2 9 <w*ew- + 
User RANDALL 
Trme: 03.22 PM y-s$id ROA Report "/ P, - 
Page 1 of 3 Case CR-2005-0031717-C Current Judge Juneal C Kerrick 
Defendant Frederrck, Corey Sean 
State of Idaho vs Corey Sean Frederrck 
Felony 
Date 
New Case Filed-Felony 
Criminal Complaint 
Hearing Scheduled (Arraignment (In Custody) 11/1012005 01:32 PM) 
Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) held on 11/10/2005 01:32 PM: 
Arraignment 1 First Appearance 
Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) held on 11/10/2005 01:32 PM: 
Commitment On Bond set @ $20000 
Hearing result for Arraignment (In Custody) held on 1 111 012005 01 :32 PM: 
Order Appointing Public Defender 
Change Assigned Judge 
Hearing Scheduled (Preliminary Hearing 11/23/2005 08:30 AM) 
Request For Discovery 
Motion for Bond Red & Notc of Hrg 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on 11/23/2005 08:30 AM: 
Preliminary Hearing Waived (bound Over) mo bond red 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on 11/23/2005 08:30 AM: 
Order Binding Defendant Over to District Court 
Hearing result for Preliminary Hearing held on 11/23/2005 08:30 AM: 
Commitment On Bond reduced to $100 
Hearing Scheduled (Arrn. - District Court 12/02/2005 09:Ol AM) 
Information 
Request For Discovery 
Demand For Notice Of Defense Of Alibi 
PA's Response For Request For Discovery 
Hearing result for Arrn. - District Court held on 12/02/2005 09:Ol AM: 
Arraignment / First Appearance 
Hearing Scheduled (Pre Trial 02/06/2006 03:OO PM) 
Hearing Scheduled (Jury Trial 0411 812006 09:30 AM) 
Motion to suppress 
Motion for DQIGoff 
Pa's First Supplemental Response For Request For Discovery 
Pa's Fifth Supplemental Response For Request For Discovery 
Order for Disqualification1 Goff 
Pa Second Suppl Response For Request For Discovery 
Pa's Third Supplemental Response For Request For Discovery 
Order Setting Hearing 
Hearing Scheduled (Motion Hearing 01/31/2006 10:OO AM) motn to 
suppress 
Bond Posted - Cash (Receipt 158967 Dated 1/17/2006 for 100.00) 
Judge 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
Gary D. DeMeyer 
William B. Dillon 
William B. Dillon 
William B. Dillon 
William B. Dillon 
William B. Dillon 
William B. Dillon 
William B. Dillon 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Renae J. Hoff 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
D B Meehl 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Court Clerks Magistrate 
(999) 
Notice Of Court Date And Bond Receipt Court Clerks Magistrate 
(999) 
Date 12120/2006 Th~F$~udicial District Court - Canyon Count@@% 
$" "2- 
User RANDALL 
Trme 03 22 PM ~ - 8 ~  ROA Report - kew *-+# 
Page 2 of 3 Case: CR-2005-0031717-C Current Judge Juneal C. Kerrrck 
Defendant Frederick, Corey Sean 
State of Idaho vs Corey Sean Freder~ck 
Felony 
Date 
111 712006 
Judge 
Juneal C. Kerrick Hearrng result for Motron Hearing held on 01/31/2006 10 00 AM Hearrng 
Vacated motn to suppress 
Hearrng Scheduled (Motron Hearrng 01/31/2006 10 00) 
Hearrng result for Motron Hearrng held on 01/31/2006 10 00 Contrnued 
Hearrng Scheduled (Motron Hearrng 02/21/2006 01 30) mtn to suppress 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Motion for transport of def 
Order for transport of def 
Hearing result for Pre Trial held on 02/06/2006 03:OO PM: Continued 
Lodged- Brief in Opposition to Motion to Suppress 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 02/21/2006 01:30 PM: Motion 
Held mtn to suppress and PT 
Hearing result for Motion Hearing held on 02/21/2006 01:30 PM: Motion 
Denied mtn to suppress and PT 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Pre-trial Memorandum 
Hearing Scheduled (Conference - Status 04/17/2006 01:30 PM) 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
D B Meehl 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Phil Becker 
Specific Request For Discovery 
Pa Response For Request For Discovery 
Wearing result for Conference - Status held on 04/17/2006 01 :30 PM: 
Change Plea To Guilty Before H/t 
Hearing result for Conference - Status held on 0411 712006 01:30 PM: 
Notice of PSI order 
D B Meehl 
Hearing result for Jury Trial held on 0411 812006 09:30 AM: Hearing 
Vacated 
Phil Becker 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 06/06/2006 09:30 AM) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 06/06/2006 09:30 AM: Continued 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 0711 712006 09:OO AM) 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 0711712006 09:OO AM: Continued 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 07/20/2006 08:30 AM) 
Order on motion to suppress 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 0712012006 08:30 AM: Failure To 
Appear For Hearing Or Trial 
Notice of Bond Forfeiture 
Warrant Issued - Bench Bond amount: 25000.00 Failure to Appear 
Defendant: Frederick, Corey Sean 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Case Status Changed: Inactive Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Juneal C. Kerrick 
Renae J. Hoff 
Renae J. Hoff 
Warrant Returned Failure to Appear Defendant: Frederick, Corey Sean 
Case Status Changed: Activate (previously inactive) 
Hearing Scheduled (Arrn. - District Court 08/30/2006 09:OO AM) 
Hearing result for Arrn. - District Court held on 08/30/2006 09:OO AM: 
Arraignment / First Appearance 
Hearing Scheduled (Sentencing 09/18/2006 09:OO AM) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Date. 12/20/2006 Thfc&udicial District Court - Canyon Count &$A 
Time 03'22 PM ROA Report c-4 *<&""% 
Page 3 of 3 Case. CR-2005-0031717-C Current Judge Juneal C Kerr~ck 
Defendant Frederick, Corey Sean 
State of Idaho vs Corey Sean Frederick 
User: RANDALL 
Date 
Felony 
Judge 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 09/18/2006 09:OO AM: Interim Juneal C. Kerrick 
Hearing Held 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 09/18/2006 09:OO AM: Sentenced Juneal C. Kerrick 
To Fine And Incarceration 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 09/18/2006 09:OO AM: Probation Juneal C. Kerrick 
Ordered 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 09/18/2006 09:OO AM: Commitment Juneal C. Kerrick 
- Held To Answer 
Hearing result for Sentencing held on 09/18/2006 09:OO AM: Notice to Juneal C. Kerrick 
defendant upon sentencing 
Case Status Changed: closed pending clerk action Juneal C. Kerrick 
Judgment and commitment and order of probation on suspended execution Juneal C. Kerrick 
of judgment 
Restitution Order Juneal C. Kerrick 
Restitution Ordered 100.00 victim # 1 Juneal C. Kerrick 
Restitution Ordered 100.00 victim # 2 Juneal C. Kerrick 
Bond Converted (Receipt number 206166 dated 9/25/2006 amount 100.00) Juneal C. Kerrick 
Suppl Judgment and Commitment and Order of Probation on Suspended Juneal C. Kerrick 
Execution of Judgment 
Notice of Appeal Juneal C. Kerrick 
Appealed To The Supreme Court Juneal C. Kerrick 
Motion for appointment of State Appellate PD Juneal C. Kerrick 
Order Appointing State Appellate Public Defender Juneal C. Kerrick 
Amended Notice of Appeal Juneal C. Kerrick 
Depmmental Report # 05PP- 18 
IIN TEE DZSTRXCT COURT' OP THE T H W  SUDICNL DISTRICT OP THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IFJ AND FOR THE COUNW OF CAMYON, 
TWE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
Corey Sean Frederick 
endant. 
DOB
- 
SSN
DL# 
State Idaho 
State of Idaho, 
County of Canyon 
! COURTCASENUMBER CRo5-3/717 
1 PROBABLE CAUSE AFFIDAVIT IN SUPPORT 
I OF -ST 
I 
I, Christopher Cullen the undersigned, being &st duly sworn on oath, deposes and says that: 
1. I am a peace officer employed by W CITY OF PARMA POLICE DEPARTMENT 
2. The defendant was arrested on 11/09/05 @ 7:00 PM for the crime of Possession of a Controlled Substance 
3. Location of Occurrence: Jackson's Shell Station 128 5& Street Wilder. Idaho 
4. Identified the defendant as: (print name) Corey Sean Frederick 
by: (check box) 
OMlitary ID State ID Card OStudent ID Card X Drivers  ClCredit Cards 
OPaperwork found Verbal ID by defendant 
Witness identified defendant. 
5. I believe that there is probable cause to believe the defendant committed such crime because of the following 
facts: 
PROBABLE CAUSE FOR STOP AND ARREST: 
See attached Narrative report. 
Dated: 1 1/9/2005 Signed: 
Subscribed and sworn to before me on 1 1/9/2005 
@ate) 
residing at: -Parma, Idaho 
My Commission expires: 3 - - r e  4) 
Parma Police Department 
Deputy Report 
4 65 
Page : 2 
Narrative Section 
................................................................................ 
CASE #:05PP-1897 
DATE:11/09/05 
0FFICER:Cullen 403 
NATURE OF COMPLA1NT:Warrant Service/ K9 Assist 
INITIAL RESP0NSE:I was requested to respond to Wilder to assist Officer Tveidt 
with a warrant arrest. 
INITIAL C0NTACT:I arrived in Wilder and met with Officer Tveidt. Tveidt 
explained that he observed a subject named Cory Sean Frederick 01/23/79 who had 
a valid Warrant for Failure to Appear with a Bond of $5,000 Dollars. 
We set on and watched the alley behind an address on the 500 block of B street. 
Officer Tveidt explained that the suspect drove a White Colored Ford Ranger 
truck that had an equipment box on the back and had Owyhee County license 
plates. I observed that the vehicle was indeed parked in the alley behind a 
residence on the B Street. 
OFFICERf S OBSERVATIONS: We waited ' for approximately 20 minutes for the vehicle 
to move, but it stayed in the alley. 
OFFICER'S ACTL0NS:I was clearing from the Warrant Service, when I observed the 
vehicle drive out of the alley and onto Hwy 95. I followed the vehicle into the 
Jackson's Food Store parking lot. I observed a male subject exit the Ford 
Ranger and I said, " Nr Frederick." He acknowledged me and walked back towards 
my patrol car. I asked if he was Cory Sean Frederick. He advised that he was 
and I explained that he had a warrant for his arrest. I took him into custody 
without incident. 
Officer Tveidt arrived on scene and I explained what had happened. I then had 
Officer Tveidt watch Mr Frederick, while I searched his vehicle with my Idaho 
Certified Narcotics K 9  partner EDDIE. 
Eddie indicated to the presence of a narcotic substance odor coming from green 
colored nylon men's shaving kit bag that was sitting on the front seat under a 
green colored nylon lunch box. K9 Eddie also indicated to the presence of an 
additional narcotic substance odor coming from the bottom part of a metal pen. 
I observed that the pen bottom had a burned residue inside it and based on my 
training an experience smelled just like burned marijuana. I also found Mr 
Frederick's wallet inside the green nylon lunch box 
I seized the pen piece, and then I opened up the shaving kit bag. I observed a 
Black colored Koss Stereo Face Plate box sitting inside the shaving kit. I 
opened the box and observed two hypodermic syringes, a metal spoon and a small 
plastic baggie with 4 pieces of a white colored substance inside it. One of the 
syringes appeared to be full, and I observed that the plunger was pulled all 
the way back. I immediately seized all of the drug evidence and secured it in 
the trunk of my patrol vehicle. Based on my training and experience, I knew the 
liquid in the syringe and the white colored substances to be illegal drugs, 
possibly methamphetamine. - 
I then transported Frederick to the Canyon County Jail and had him 
Parma Police Department 
Deputy Report 
4 65 
Page : 3 
jail for the warrant and for Felony Possession of a controlled substance. After 
completion of the booking process, I cleared from the jail and drove back to 
Parma to process the drug evidence. 
AODITIONAL INFO TI0N:When I re opened the Koss box, I observed that the 
needle with the plunger pulled back was not full, it only had a small amount of 
liquid inside it. I then examined the 4 pieces of white colored substance, they 
were small pieces of cotton ball that were still damp with whatever substance 
was used in the syringes-The metal spoon also had a residue all over it. 
I cut a small piece off of one of the pieces of damp cotton ball, and tested 
it for methamphetamine. The cotton ball test4 presumptive positive for 
Methamphettunine. I secured the remainder of the evidence and logged it into the 
Parma Police evidence lockers for further testing.1 a10 photograped each of the 
pieces of evidence and the presumptive positive NIK test Kit. Based on my 
training and experience, the damp cotton pieces could still be used again, by 
extracting the remainder of the drug out with the use of an additional syringe. 
Responsible LEO: 
............................................ 
Approved by: 
Date 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF CANYON 
PROBABLE CAUSE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintiff, 
aka I )  
Defendant. ) 
Case No. CR *c. 
Y Tape 
Time 
APPEARANCES: $r Prosecu 
S;i Witness 
a Initiating 
PROCEEDINGS: 
Cause Found: fl Yes CI No CJ For Setting of Bail CJ Previously Found Electronically 
Complaint Signed: d y e s  CJ No 
Warrant Issued: O Yes CJ No Summons Issued: O Yes O No 
BAIL: 
-
Bond Recommended: $ 
In Custody: ,&P Yes No 
Bond Set: $ 
Comments: v\, 
CHARGES: 
1. [F] [MI 
2- [F] [MI L 
6. [F] [MI 
PROBABLE CAUSE 
DAVID L. YOUNG 
C M O N  C O m T U  PROSEGUTIiNC ATTORNEY 
Canyon County Cornhouse 
1 1 15 Albany Street 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-7391 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD m I C T A L  DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAWO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
MAGISTMTE DIVISION 
THE STATE OF IDAHO ) CASE NO. CR2005- 3717 
Plaintiff, ) CRIMINAL COMPLAINT 
) for the crime of: 
VS. 1 
COR K, ) POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
DOB ) SUBSTANCE 
) Fel., I.C. 37-2732(c)(1) 
Defendant. 
STATE OF IDAHO 
SS 
County of Canyon 
PERSONALLY APPEARED Before me this I 0 * day of November, 2005, 
, of the Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney's Office, 
who being duly sworn, complains and says: 
COMPLAINT 
J:\C01MPLAIN\200jWOWFrederick 1Oc.wpd 
That the Defendant, COREY FREDERICK, on or about the 9th day of November, 
2005, in thc County of Canyon, State of Idaho, did unlawfully possess a controlled substance, to- 
wit: hletharnphetamine, a Schedule II controlled substance. 
All of whch is contrary to Idaho Code, Section 37-2732(c)(l) and against the 
power, peace and digiity of the State of Idaho. 
COMPLAINT 
J:\C0MPLAIN\2005LV0V\Frederi~k I Oc. bvpd 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNTY OF CANYON 
RAIGNMENT CONT'D ARMIGNMENT FIRST APPEARANCE 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, Plaintig, 
-VSA 
1 
f 
Case No. CR 
Date 
Judge \ 
Tape " )  
/' 
ecutor 
Defendant's Attorney preter 
V 
FAILURE TO APPEAR: Defendant failed to appear. It is Ordered 
Cl bench warrant issued. Cl bail on wanant $ bail foaited. Cl referred to P.A. 
Defendant 
harges against himlher and all legal rights, including the right to be represented by 
d court appointed counsel. = Cl waived right to counsel. 
ency hearing held. 
appointed public defender. Cl Court denied court-appointed counsel. 
ent continued to before Judge 
to consult / retain counsel. 
HEARING: • Prel 
Preliminarf Hearing set efore Judg 
ENTRY OF GUILTY PLEA: Defendant 
Cl was advised of effect of guilty plea and possible consequences. 
Cl entered plea freely and voluntarily with knowledge of consequences. 
Cl Plea of guilty accepted by the court. 
Cl Defendant ordered to obtain 0 alcohoUdntg aggression evaluation prior to sentencing date. 
-. Cl Sentencing continued to before Judge: 
ENTRY OF NOT GUILTY PLEA: Case to be set for 0 court trial. Cl pretrial and jury trial. 
BAIL: State recommends 
-
Cl Released on written citation promise to appear. ased on bond previously posted. 
Cl Released on own recognizance (O.R.). nded to the custody of the sheriff. 
Cl Released to pre-trial release officer. t a t $  do)/- 
OTHER: 
ARRAIGNMENT I FIRST APPEARANCE u 
THlRO JUDIC1M MSTRlCt 
STATE OF lLUHO 
coo#noFCANVcm 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, or 
1 
1 CI#S NO. C m 5 -  31717 < 
THIRD JUDICW. DISTRICT 
STATE OF J D M  
COUNTY O f  CANYON 
1 HE STATE OF IDAHWW 
ORDER APPOINTING PUBUC 
DEFENDER 
The Court being fully advised as to the application of the abovenamed appbnt and it appearing to 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED thaf the Canyon County Pubfk Defender be, and hereby is, appdnted fw 
n 
before Judge 
THE MATTER SHALL BE SET FOR --? 
Dated: 
AMY !rnnd 
a Released: 0 O.R. 
0 On Bond $ 
Juvenile: a In Custody a Released b 
L/' 
OriginakGourt File Yeflow-Public Defender Pink-Prosecuting Attorney 
ORDER APPOINTING PUBUC 
DEFENDER 
ab 
ROBERT P. TILLEY 
ON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
706 E. Chicago 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephoae (208) 453-2300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
E BULURD, DEPUrV 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) CASE NO. CR05-31717 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) 
VS. 
) 
) MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR ) RELEIASE ON OWN RECOGNIZANCE 
COREY FREDERICIC, ) AND NOTICE OF HEARING 
1 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW, the defendant, by and through his attorney, ROBERT P. TILLEY, 
Assistant Canyon County Public Defender, and hereby moves this Honorable Court for entry of its 
Order releasing the defendant on defendant's own recognizance or reducing bail. 
m I S  MOTION is made on the grounds that the offense with which defendant is 
charged is a bailable offense; that the bail now set is excessive; and that bail is unnecessary in that the 
defendant can be safely released on defendant's own recogruzance. 
THIS MOTION is based on the pleadings, papers, records and files in the above entitled 
action. 
hlOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR RELEXSE ON 
OWN RECOGNIZANCE AND NOTICE O F  H W N G  - 1 
NOTICE OF HEMING: NOTICE IS WEmBV GWEN that attorney for 
Defendant wdl bring on for hea&g the above Motion before the above entitled Couct on the 23rd day 
of November, 2005, at the hour of 8:30 o'clock, a.m., or as soon thereafter as counsel may be heard. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERWCE: I H E E B Y  CERTIW that a tirue and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing d o c u e n t  was delivered to the office of the CANYON COUNTY 
PROSECUTING A n O W E Y ,  by leaving a copy of the same in his basket at the Canyon County 
Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho, on this date. 
Dated this !k day of November, 2005. 
Attorney for Defendant 
MOTION FOR BOND REDUCTION OR RELEXSE ON 
OWN RECOGNIZANCE AND NOTICE OF H.EMRING - 2 
THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT, STATE OF IDAHO 
COUN71/ OF CANYON 
PRELfMlNARY HEARING 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff, 
-vs- 
Case No. CR 
Date // -3 -05 
FAILURE TO APPEAR; Defendant failed to appear. It is Ordered 
o bench warrant issued--bail $ . bond forfeited. 
Other: 
hearing waived: Defendant bound over to District Court. 
o State moved to dismiss on the grounds 
. Court dismissed Complaint. 
o Prospective witnesses excluded. 
STATE'S WITNESSES SWORN: 1. 2. 
DEFENDANT'S WITNESSES SWORN: 1. 2. 
3. 4. 5. 
Defendant had no testimony or evidence to present. 
EXHIBITS: As set forth on attached list. 
COURT'S RULING: 
No probable cause; Complaint dismissed; Defendant discharged. 
Bond exonerated. Probable cause found for offense set forth in Complaint. 
o Charges amended to: 
robable cause found for amended charge. 
r to the Di ict Court. District Co 4 ',(% a.m. before Judge aignment set for at 
solidated with felony case for further proceedings. 
Motion for bond reduction continued until the time of District Court Arraignment. 
BAIL: The Defendant was 
-
a released on own recognizance (O.R.). a released to pre-trial release officer. 
manded t usto y of the sheriff. 
a set $4, nd . released on bond previously posted. 
(. J / L ~ /  , Deputy Clerk 
PRELIMINARY HEARING 
THIRO JUDlCVV DISTRICI" 
STATE OF I D M O  
COUNM OF O N  
THE STATE OF IDAHO, i CaxzN0.C C 
Plaintiff. 1 
1 ORDER BINDING DEFENBANT OVER 
1 TO DtSTNO COURT 
1 
. 1 
1 
) 
Prelimimry hearing having been Ldwaaived 0 held in this case on the 23' day of 
q and the Court being fully satisfed that a public offense has been 
committed and that them is probable or sufficient cause to believe the Defendant guitty themof, 
IT IS HEREBY OROERED that the Defendant herein be heM to answer in the Districtsourt of the ?id 
Judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, to the charge of 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the Defendant herein shall be arraigned hfore the District Cpurt of the! 
Third judicial District of the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, on the da day of 
a.m. 
C) Defendant is continued released on the b o d  posted. 
0 Defendant's personal recognizance release is 0 continued. 0 ordered. 
0 Defen ant's release to Pre-Trial Release Off~er is 0 continued. t) ordered. I 
6~. THE SHERFF OF CANYON COUNM, IDAHO, are commanded to receive into your custody 
and detain the Defendant until iegally discharged. Defendant is to be admitted to bail in the sum of 
I 
Dated: 0' Signed: 
I \ 
t) P A  0 Defendant/Attomey 0 Sheriff 0 District Court Secretary 
ORDER BINDING DEFENDANT OVER 
TO DISTRICT COURT 10196 
THE WAE OF IDAHO, w 
1 
1 
1 
DAVID L. YOUNG 
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY NOV 2 5 2005 
Canyon County Courthouse C ~ Y N T Y  GLERK 
11 15 Albany @ a  RAyM1,0$Pt,,i~ 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-739 1 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO 
Plaintiff, 
VS. 
COR , 
DOB
Defendant. 
) 
) CASE NO. 0 0 5 3  1717 
) 
) INFORMATION 
) for the crime of: 
1 
) POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED 
) SUBSTANCE 
) Fel., I.C. 37-2732(c)(l) 
) 
David L. Young, Prosecuting Attorney in and for the County of Canyon, State of 
Idaho, who in the name and by the authority of said state prosecutes in its behalf, in proper 
person comes into the above entitled Court and informs said Court that the above named 
Defendant stands accused by this Information of the crime of 
POSSESSION OF A CONTROLLED SUBSTANCE 
Felony 
Idaho Code Section 37-2732(c)(l) 
committed as follows: 
INFORMATION 
J:\INFORMATION\2005\NOVEMBER\FREDERICK INF.wpd 
That the Defendmt, COmY FREDEmGK, on or about the 9th day of November, 
2805, in the County of Canyon, State of Idaho, did unlawfully possess a controlled substance, to- 
wit: Methamphetmine, a Schedule LI controlled substance. 
All of which is contrary to Idaho Code, Section 37-2732(c)(1) and against the 
power, peace and dignity of the State of Idaho. 
DATED This ay of November,m5. 
INFORMATION 
J:\INFORMATION\2005\NOVEMBER\FREDERICK INF.wpd 
Prosecuting ~ t t p  for f 
Canyon Couty  daho 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRESIDING: RENAE J. WOFF DATE: December 2,2005 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) COURT MINUTE 
Plaintiff, 
) 
) CASE NO: CR2005-31717*C 
VS. 
) 
) TIME: 900 A.M. 
COREY FREDERICK, 
) 
) REPORTED BY: Carole Walden 
) 
Defendant. ) TAPE: 005-1 900 (20-22) 
This having been the time heretofore set for arraignment in the above entitled 
matter, the State was represented by Mr. Gearld L. Wolff and Mr. Kenneth F. Stringfield, 
Deputy Prosecuting Attorneys for Canyon County, and the defendant appeared in court 
with counsel, Mr. Dayo Onanubosi. 
The Court determined the defendant's true name is charged and advised the 
defendant that he has been charged by way of Information with the felony offense of 
Possession of a Controlled Substance and if convicted he would be facing a 
maximum possible penalty of seven (7) years imprisonment and a $15,000.00 fine. 
The Court determined the defendant understood the charge, the possible 
penalties and waived formal reading of the Information. 
COURT MINUTES 
December 2,2005 Page 1 
OOOdi321e 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, the defendant entered a plea of not guilty and 
demanded speedy trial. 
The Court set this matter for pretrial conference on February 6, 2006 at 3:00 
p.m. before Judge Kerrick and jury trial on April lath through 21st, 2006 at Q:30 
a.m, before Judge Meehl. 
The defendant was remanded into the custody of the Canyon County Sheriff 
pending further proceedings, or the posting of bond. 
w i R a h 4  
~ e b t ~  Clerk 
COURT MINUTES 
December 2,2005 Page 2 
odb0022 
ab 
ROBERT P. TILLEY 
ON COUNTY PUI3LIC DEFENDER 
'706 E. Chicago 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwefl, Idaho 83406 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
F a  (208) 454-0136 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
B. RAYNE, OEPUIY 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICLAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE C O U N m  OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
1 CASE NO. CR05-31717 
Plaintiff, 1 
1 MOTION T O  SUPPRESS 
VS. ) 
1 
COREY FREI)ERICI<, ) 
Defendant. 1 
COMES NOW, the defendant, COREY FREDERICI<, by and though his attorney 
of record, ROBERT P. TILLEY, and respectfully moves the Court for an Order suppressing certain 
evidence obtained in this case as a direct result of a violation of Defendant's rights under Article I, 
Sections 13 and 17 of the Constitution of the State of Idaho, and under the Fourth and Fourteenth 
Amendments to the Constitution of the United States of America, to wit: evidence of alleged 
possession of a controlled substance. Tbrs motion is made and based upon the following statements 
of facts and points of authority. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
On November 9,2005, Officer Cullen of the Parma Police Department responded to 
a request from Officer Tveidt to assist hxn make an arrest on a warrant for failure to appear. The 
officers watched what they believed to be the vehicle the wanted person was driving. After watching 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 1 
for a perlod of m e  Officer T~re~dt  left. When Officer CuUen saw the vehcle leave, he EoUotved it to 
the Jackson's Food Store p a r h ~ g  lot m Wirlder, Idaho. The male b v e r  parked and exited the vehicle. 
Officer Cullen &en called out the name of the wanted person. The defendant, Corey Frederick, 
aclmowledged bis name and waiked over to Officer CuUen's patrol car. The defendant was then 
peacehlly arrested and placed mto custody. At &s point, Officer Tveidt arrived and watched the 
defendant whde Of-ficer Cullen gat out Ekis 1<9 "Ed&e" and searched the inside of the defendant's 
vehicle. "Eddte" allegedly detected the presence of narcotics in a shaving kit bag located on the front 
seat of the velucle. Officer Cullen searched the bag and found the alleged controlled substance. 
ARGUMENT 
The Fourth Amendment to the United States Constitution prohibits unreasonable 
searches and seizures. Warrantless searches are presumed to be unreasonable and therefore violate the 
Fourth Amendment. State v. Weaver, 127 Idaho 288 (1995). 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: I HEREBY CERTIEY that a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing document was delivered to the office of the CANYON COUNTY 
PROSECUTING A'ITORNEY, by leaving a copy of the same in his basket at the Canyon County 
Courthouse, Caldwell, 
Dated this day of December, 2005. 
ROBERT P. TIZLEY 
Attorney for defendant 
MOTION TO SUPPRESS - 2 
ab 
ROBERT P. TILLEY 
C ON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
706 E. Chicago 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
8. PAWE, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE O F  IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 CASE NO. CR05-31717 
Plaintiff, 
1 
1 
-vs- 
COREY FREDERICIC, 
Defendant. 
1 MOTION FOR AUTOMATIC 
1 DISQUALIFICATION 
1 .  
1 
1 
COMES NOW, The above named defendant, by and through his attorney of record, 
ROBERT P. TILLEY, Assistant Canyon County Public Defender, pursuant to Rule 25(a) ofthe Idaho 
Criminal Rules and disqualifies the Honorable Dennis E. Goff from presiding in the above entitled 
action. 
THIS MOTION is made and based upon Rule 25(a) ofthe Idaho Criminal Rules which 
states that such disqualification is automatic. 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE: I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy 
of the above and foregoing document was delivered to the office of the CANYON COUNTY 
MOTION FOR AUTOMATIC 
DISQUALIFICATION - 1 
PROSECUTING AnOWEY,  by. l e a ~ g  a copy of sbe same in his basket at the Canyon County 
Courrfiouse, CaldweU, Idaho, on. this date. 
Dated this day of December, 2005 
An-omey for Defendant 
Resihg at CddweU, Idaho 
MOTION FOR AUTOMATIC 
DISQUALIFICATION - 2 
ab 
ROBERT P, TILLEY 
ON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
706 E. Chicago 
P.O. Box 606 
CaldweU, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0336 
Attorney for Defendant 
DEC 1 3 2005 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE O F  IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY O F  CANYON 
THE STATE O F  IDAHO, ) CASE NO. CR05-31717 
I"aintiff, 
) 
) 
-vs- 
) 
) ORDER O F  DISQUALIFICATION 
Defendant. ) 
) 
The defendant having filed a Motion for Automatic Disqualification pursuant to Rule 
25(a) of the Idaho Criminal Rules and such disqualification being automatic; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, AND THIS DOES ORDER, that the Honorable Dennis 
E. Goff is disqualified from presiding in the above entitled action. 
L 
Dated this / 2 day of December, 2005. 
ORDER OF DISQUALIFICATION - 1 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certi5 that 1 served true and cortect copies of the foregokg docment upon 
the f o U o ~ g :  
Canyon Counq Prosecuhg Attorney 
Canyon County Courthouse 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Canyon County Public Defender 
706 E. Chicago 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Dan IGssler 
Trial Court A strator 
Canyon County Courthouse 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
by placing a copy of the same in their respective baskets on the Second Floor Clerk's Office at the 
Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho. 
Dated this 1% day of December, 2005. 
G. NOEL HALES, CLERK 
By: 
ORDER O F  DISQUALIFICATION - 2 
ab 
ROBERT P. TILLEY 
ON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
706 E, Chicago 
P.O. Box 606 
GalduteU, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
JAN 0 5 2806 
A t t o r n e y  for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICTAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF' IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR05-31717 
Plamtiff, ) 
VS . 
) ) ORDER SE'ITING HEARING 
COREY FREDERICIC, 
) 
) 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
1 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN That defendant's Motion to Suppress will be heard on 
./ 
t h e 3 1  %a , 2 0 6  at . d o'clock, 4.- .m., before the Honorable 
Juneal~erxick,,adhe Canyon County any, CaldweU, Idaho. 
Dated th is I -06 
ORDER SE'ITING HEARING - 1 
000029 
CERTIFICATE OF.' SERVICE 
I hereby cerufy that I served me and correct copies of the foregoing docment upon 
the foUowmg: 
Canyon County Prosecudng Attorney 
Canyon County Cowthouse 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Canyon County Public Defender 
706 E. Chicago 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
by placing a copy of the same in their respective baskets on the Second Floor Clerk's Office at the 
Canyon County Courthouse, Caldwell, Idaho. 
Dared this 6 day o 
G. NOEL HALES, GLEN< 
ORDER SETTING HEARING - 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRESID1NG:HONORABL.E JUNEAL C. KERRICK DATE: JANUARY 31,2006 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) COURT MINUTE 
Plaintiff ) 
1 CASE NO. CR-2005-31717*C 
-vs- ) 
COREY FREDERICK 
) 
) REPORTED BY: PATTI TERRY 
Defendant ) 
) TAPE NO. 10:45-10:48 
This having been the time heretofore set for motion hearing in the above- 
entitled matter, the defendant was not present but was represented by counsel, Ms. 
Jayme Beaber. The State was represented by Mr. Jeff Mckinnie, Deputy Prosecuting 
Attorney for Canyon County. 
The Court reviewed prior proceedings and stated that the motion to suppress 
was accidentally taken off of today's calendar. The Court questioned counsel how they 
intended to proceed. 
Ms. Beaber advised the Court the defendant was transported to the Ada County 
Jail on January 16, 2006. Ms. Beaber stated that a transport order needed to be 
prepared. Ms. Beaber further stated that the pre trial could be continued until the next 
DISTRICT COURT MINUTE 
January 31, 2006 
motion hearing so that only one transport order needed to be prepared. 
The Court continued the motion to suppress for February 21,2006 at 1 :30 
p.m. 
The Court advised counsel the pre trial wouldn't be vacated but a note would be 
put in the file that counsel has agreed to continue the pre trial to the motion hearing. 
The Court stated that a transport order only needed to be prepared for the hearing on 
February 21, 2006. 
Deputy Court klerk 
DISTRICT COURT MINUTE 
January 31, 2006 
ab 
ROBERT I?. TZLLEV 
ON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
706 E, Chicago 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwefi, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN T H E  DISTRICT COURT OF T H E  THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT O F  T H E  
STATE O F  IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF' C A W O N  
STATE O F  IDAHO, 1 
1 CASE NO. CR05-31717 
Plain tiff, 1 
-vs- 
1 
1 MOTION FOR TRANSPORT 
1 O F  DEFENDANT 
COREY FREDERICK, 1 
Defendant. 
) 
1 
\ 
COMES NOW, the above named defendant, COREY FREDERICIC, by and through 
his attorney of record, ROBERT P. TILLEY, Assistant Canyon County Public Defender, and moves 
this Court for an Order that the defendant be transported by the Canyon County Sheriffs Office, from 
the ADA COUNTY JAIL, BOISE, IDAHO, to the DISTRICT COURT, CANYON COUNTY 
COURTHOUSE, CALDWELL, IDAHO, on or before the 21st day of February, 2006 at the hour of 
1:30 o'clock p.m., to appear for Pretrial Conference. 
Dated this 3 / day oflanuaq, 2006. 
Attorney for Defendant 
MOTION FOR TRANSPORT O F  
DEFENDANT - 1 
ab 
ROBERT P. TILLEY 
C O N  COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
706 E. Chicago 
P . 0 ,  Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
B. RAYME, DEPUTY 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICUL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY O F  CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR05-31717 
Plain tiff, 1 
) ORDER FOR TRANSPORT OF 
vs . ) DEFENDANT 
COREY FREDERICIC, 
1 
) 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
This Court having read the defendant's Motion For Transport and good cause appearing 
therefor; 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, that the defendant be transported by the Canyon County 
Sheriffs Office, from the ADA COUNTY JAIL, BCISE, IDAHO, on or before February 21,2006, at 
the hour of 1:30 o'cloclr p.m., to appear a t  Pretrial Ct.q.ference, before the Honorable Juneal C. Kerrick, 
District Judge, Canyon County Courtho 
Dated this 
'LJ 
ORDER FOR TRANSPORT OF DEFENDANT - 1 
CERTIFTCA?B OF.' SERVICE: I HEREBY CERII'IFY lbat a true and correct copy of the withus and 
foregoing OWER FOR TK%NSPORT O F  DEFENDANT was delivered to the office of the 
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING AnORNEY, Canyon Counry Courthouse, 1 1 15 Albany, 
Ged copy to h e  CANYON COUNTY JAIL, CALDWELL, IDAHO, on 
G. NOEL HALES, Clerk 
By: 
ORDER FOR TRANSPORT OF DEFENDANT - 2 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRESIDING: HONOMBLE JUNEAL C. KERRICK DATE: FEBRUARY 6,2006 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) COURT MINUTE 
Plaintiff ) 
) CASE NO. CR-2005-31717 *C 
-vs- ) 
) 
) REPORTED BY KATHY KLEMETSON 
COREY SEAN FREDERICK ) 
1 TAPE NO. 3:49-3:51 
Defendant 1 
This having been the time heretofore set for pre trial in the above-entitled 
matter, the defendant was present with counsel, Mr. Rob Tilley. The State was 
represented by Ms. Rondee Blessing, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
The Court reviewed prior proceedings and questioned counsel how they 
intended to proceed. 
Mr. Tilley advised the Court there was a motion to suppress still pending. Mr. 
Tilley asked the Court to continue the pre trial until at least the motion day. Mr. Tilley 
noted that the defendant was in Ada County jail previously but had served his jail time. 
The State made no objections. 
The Court continued the pre trial until February 21, 2006 at 1:30 p.m. 
0 
DISTRICT COURT MINUTE 
February 6, 2006 
The defendant was continued released on his present status. 
Deputy Clerk 
0 
DISTRICT COURT MINUTE 
February 6, 2006 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRESIDING:HONORABLE JUNEAL C. KERRICK DATE: FEBRUARY 21,2006 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) COURT MINUTE 
Plaintiff ) 
) CASE NO. CR-2005-31717*C 
-vs- ) 
) 
COREY SEAN FREDERICK ) REPORTED BY: KATHY KLEMETSON 
Defendant ) 
) TAPE NO. 205-3:11 
This having been the time heretofore set for motion hearing in the above- 
entitled matter, the defendant was present with counsel, Mr. Rob Tilley. The State was 
represented by Mr. Jeff Mckinnie, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney for Canyon County 
The Court reviewed prior proceedings and noted the motion to suppress filed in 
this matter. The Court questioned counsel how they intended to proceed 
Mr. Tilley advised the Court he was prepared to proceed to hearing. 
The State concurred. 
Mr. Tilley called MR. CHRISTOPHER CULLEN as defendant's first witness, 
sworn by the clerk, direct examined and cross-examined. The witness was given a copy 
of a bench warrant marked as State's exhibit 1 for identification. The State moved for 
DISTRICT COURT MINUTE 
February 21, 2006 
the admission of State's exhibit 1. There being no objections, State's exhibit 1 was 
admitted into evidence. The witness was continued cross-examined and redirect 
examined. 
Mr. Tilley advised the Court he rested at this time. 
Mr. Tilley moved to exclude witnesses. 
The State made no objections. 
The Court ordered all witnesses be excluded. 
The State called MR. DUSTIN TVEIDT as State's first witness, sworn by the 
clerk and direct examined. 
The State advised the Court he rested at this time. 
Mr. Tilley presented closing arguments. 
The State presented closing arguments. 
Mr. Tilley presented final closing arguments. 
The Court recited the incident for the record. The Court denied the motion to 
suppress. 
The Court prepared a pre trial memorandum, to which each of counsel signed. 
The Court set this matter for a status conference for April 17, 2006 at 1:30 
p.m. in front of the Honorable D.B. Meehl. 
The defendant was continued released on the bond previously posted. 
D I S T R I C T  COURT MINUTE 
February 21, 2006 
4 Deputy out? Clerk 
D I S T R I C T  COURT MINUTE 
February 21, 2006 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
Yltl TAYLOR, D E P U n  
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN ANCl FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAf-lO, 1 1 Case No. 
Plaintiff, 1 
PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM 
Appearances; 
P osecuting Att i 
C" 
Counsel revealed to each other C] prior to pretrial C] at pretrial the evidence to be offered at trial. 
Intoximeter (or other breath test) reading F Video 
Physical evidence: police report other )d Tape recording / !??-P # 
a Oral statements: on police report other 
0 Plaintiffs' witnesses and addresses: 
PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM 
ounsel shall reveal to each other and 
list of the preceding evidence by 
0 Plea negotiations: 
/--- - 
Both counsel certify that the case is ready for trial on the date se 
/- 
ed jury instructions shall be submitted to 
trial. 
fl Jury trial reset for ,20- at a.m. 
Jury trial waived and case reset for court trial on ,20- 
j at a. m. n 
days prior to trial. 
- 1  20- 
C] Pretrial motions, timely filed, are set for hearing on 
.m. 
pies of Pretrial Memorandum given to both couns 
.20& 
PRETRIAL MEMORANDUM 2 8104 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRESIDING: PHIL BECKER DATE: APRIL 17,2006 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, COURT MINUTES 
Plaintiff, CASE NO: CR-2005-31717°C 
VS. 
) 
TIME: 1:30 p.m. 
) 
COREY SEAN FREDERICK, ) REPORTED BY: Roxanne Patchell 
Tucker & Assoc. 208-345-3704 
Defendant. DCRT 5 (202-208) 
This having been the time heretofore set for status conference in the above 
entitled matter, the State was represented by Ms. Virginia Bond, Deputy Prosecuting 
Attorney for Canyon County, and the defendant appeared in court with counsel, Mr. Rob 
Tilley. 
The Court inquired each of counsel regarding the status of this matter 
Mr. Tilley indicated the defendant would be entering a conditional plea of 
guilty, reserving the right to appeal, and the parties had agreed to recommend 
probation. 
Ms. Bond concurred. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, the defendant entered a plea of guilty to 
Possession Of A Controlled Substance. 
COURT MINUTES 
APRIL 17, 2006 Page I 
8180043 
The Court advised the defendant that by entering a plea of guilty to the charge he 
would be waiving his right to a speedy public trial, the right to a jury trial, the right to 
confront and cross-examine his accusers, the right against self incrimination, the right to 
remain silent, and the right to any defenses the may have. 
The Court examined the defendant and determined he understood the charge, 
penalties, and consequences of entering a guilty plea. 
The Court examined the defendant and determined that there had been no 
promises of leniency, and no threats made to induce a plea of guilty. 
The Court determined the defendant was pleading guilty freely and voluntarily, 
and that there was a factual basis for the plea, and the Court accepted the defendant's 
plea of guilty. 
The Court ordered a Presentence Investigation Report and set this matter for 
sentencing on June 6, 2006, at 9:00 a.m. before Judge Kerrick. 
The defendant was continued released on the bond previously posted. 
- - - - 
/ 
Deputy Clerk 
COURT MINUTES 
APRIL 17, 2006 Page 2 
080044 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRES1DING:HONORABLE JUNEAL C. KERRICK DATE: JUNE 6,2006 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
1 COURT MINUTE 
Plaintiff 1 
) CASE NO. CR-2005-31717*C 
-vs- 1 
1 
COREY FREDERICK ) REPORTED BY: KATHY KLEMETSON 
Defendant ) 
) DSTRCT2 101 4-1 01 6. 
This having been the time heretofore set for sentence hearing in the above-entitled matter, the 
State was represented by counsel, Ms. Rondee Blessing, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney of Canyon County. 
The defendant was present with counsel, Ms. Jayme Beaber. 
The Court reviewed prior proceedings and stated that the pre-sentence investigation report has 
been reviewed. The Court questioned Ms. Beaber if the defendant has had the opportunity to review the 
pre-sentence investigation report. 
Ms. Beaber advised the Court the defendant has not had the opportunity to review the pre- 
sentence investigation report. 
The Court stated that a conditional plea was made in front of Judge Becker and the Court still 
wanted to write out her suppression ruling to make a better record. 
The Court continued this matter until July 17, 2006 at 9:00 a.m. in front of the Honorable 
Juneal C. Kerrick. 
The defendant was continued released on the bond previously posted with the instruction to stay 
in contact with his attorney. 
DISTRICT COURT MINUTE 
June 6, 2006 
Deputy 4 ourt Clerk 
DISTRICT COURT MINUTE 
June 6,  2 0 0 6  
JUL 2 8 2086 
CANYON COUIUTY CLERK 
B. WYNE, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE STATE 
OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COWTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
1 CASE NO. CR-2005-3 17 17 
Plaintiff, ) 
1 ORDER ON MOTION 
Vs. ) TO SUPPmSS 
) 
COREY FREDERICK, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
This matter having come before the Court for hearing on February 21,2006, upon 
Defendant's Motion to Suppress, filed December 8,2005; and the Defendant having been 
present, together with this attorney Mr. Robert Tilley, Canyon County Public Defender; 
and the State having been represented by Mr. Jeffrey McKimie, Canyon County Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney; and the Court having orally announced its ruling, but having 
reserved the right to supplement its findings and conclusions in writing; this Court does 
hereby render its findings and conclusions on Defendant's Motion to Suppress, as 
follows. 
ORDER ON MOTION TO SUPPRESS 
(900047 
FINDINGS 01" FA GT 
1. On the evening of November 9,2005, P m a  Police Officer Christopher Gullen was 
providing assistance to Wilder Police Officer Dustin Tveidt, pursuant to a muaal aid 
agreement between those two municipalities. On that occasion he was providing 
assistme to the City of Wilder in an attempt to serve some outstanding arrest warrants. 
Officer Cullen had gone on shift at 4:00 p.m. that day. He was advised by Officer Tveidt 
of a few names of people who were being sought. Officer Cullen was also advised by 
Officer Tveidt that a particular vehicle, a white pickup, possibly a Ford Ranger pickup 
with a utility box on the back, that was located in the 500 block at B Street in Wilder, 
Canyon County, Idaho, may be driven by one Corey Frederick, for whom there was an 
active warrant of arrest. 
2. Officer Cullen was traveling in his patrol vehicle to the Jackson's convenience store in 
Wilder to refill his mug of pop (soda) when the white Ford Ranger pickup that had been 
described for him as possibly linked to a warrant suspect drove in front of him on 
Highway 59. Officer Cullen followed the white pickup. He could not identi@ the 
driver of that vehicle at that time, and there was no evidence presented that Officer 
Cullen had received any information concerning Corey Frederick's physical description. 
The white Ford pickup pulled into the Jackson's store parking lot and Officer Cullen 
followed it into that parking lot. The driver of the white pickup parked on the right-hand 
side of the Jackson's store and got out of his vehicle. Officer Cullen parked his patrol 
vehicle out by the gas pumps, a distance of at least twenty (20) feet away fkom the white 
pickup. Before the driver of the white pickup shut the door to his vehicle, but after he 
was outside of his vehicle and walking toward the front of the Jackson's store, Officer 
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Cullcn from his location by the gas p m p s  called out the nme ,  "'Mr. Frederick." Officer 
Cullen had just exited his vehicle to go into the store to refill his soda pop mug, and he 
was at that time stmding right beside his patrol car door. Officer Cullen called out Mr. 
Frederick's name, even though he really did not know if that was him; that was just the 
name that Officer Cullen had been given as possibly matching that vehicle. The driver of 
the vehicle, without closing the vehicle door, turned around in response to that name and 
acknowledged it, saying "yes.'.'" OEcer Cullen then asked the driver if he was "Corey 
Sean Frederick," and the driver said that he was. Officer Cullen then asked the driver to 
approach him. As the driver walked towards him, Officer Cullen told him that there was 
a warrant for his arrest. Officer Cullen then took the driver into custody on that warrant 
(State's Exhibit 1). The driver was handcuffed and he was seated in the back seat of the 
officer's patrol car. Officer Cullen then went to the white pickup that had been driven 
to the Jackson's store by the arrested driver. Because the driver had no identification on 
him, the officer went to the pickup and "cleared" the fkont of the cab to make sure that it 
was safe to bring his canine drug detection partner up to the vehicle to search it. The 
officer took his flashlight, looked in, and made sure that there was nothing inside the 
vehicle, such as knives, sharp objects, or even food, that could potentially harm his 
canine partner, which was still in the patrol vehicle. During all of this time, the driver's 
side door to the white pickup still had not been closed. 
3. Officer Cullen's drug dog has been trained as a passive-trained response dog, so when 
the dog detects the odor of a narcotic substance, he will "sit." Officer Cullen first had his 
canine drug detection canine partner search around the exterior of the white pickup that 
had been driven by the individual he had arrested. After completing that, the dog went 
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into the pickup through the open driver's door. Upon entering the pickup thou& that 
open door, the dog immediately "sat," indicating that he had detected the odor o f a  
substance that he was trained to identi@. Following that response, Officer Cullen then 
pointed to individual objects contained in the passenger compartment of the pickup. In 
the white pickup, the dog "indicated" or "sat" on a shaving kit bag on the passenger seat 
under a lunch box and also on a little metallic-type pen tube that was sitting on the floor. 
Ultimately, a substance that presumptively tested positive for methmphetamine was 
located, in the vehicle. 
4. The driver of the white Ford pickup at the Jackson's store, who indicated affirmatively 
to Officer Cullen that he was "Corey Sean Frederick," was identified by Officer Cullen in 
court as the Defendant in this action. 
5. At no time did Officer Cullen turn on his police vehicle lights or siren or in any 
manner direct the driver of the white Ford pickup to drive into the Jackson's Food Store 
parking lot or to stop. 
CONCLUSIONS O F U  N/ 
[The Court hereby substitutes the following analysis for that which was announced orally 
on February 22, 2006, pursuant to the Court's reservation ofthe right to supplement its 
findings of fact and conclusions of law.] 
1. Warrantless searches by law enforcement officials are presumptively unreasonable in 
violation of the Fourth Amendment. State vs. Weaver, 127 Idaho 288,290, 900 P.2d 196, 
198 (Idaho 1995). The State may overcome the presumption of unreasonableness by 
demonstrating that the warrantless search fell within a well-recognized exception to the 
warrant requirement or was otherwise reasonable under the circumstances. Id at 290, 
198; State vs. Mclntee, 124 Idaho 803, 804, 864 P.2d 641,642 (Ct.App. 1993). A search 
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conducted incident to a lawhl custodial arrest is a recognized exception to the warrant 
requirement. 
2. The Court concludes that the arrest of Defendant Corey Sean Frederick by Officer 
Cullen was lawful. Defendant Frederick was operating a motor vehicle in the City of 
Wilder. He pulled into the Jackson's store parking lot of his own choice and volition, and 
certainly not in response to any actions taken by Officer Cullen. From a location across 
the convenience store parking lot, Officer Cullen asked Mr. Frederick, as the driver of the 
white pickup, his name. Mr. Frederick had the choice whether to answer or respond, and 
was not obligated to respond to Officer Cullen's inquiry about his identity. However, 
Mr. Frederick on that occasion and that location did choose to respond to Officer 
Cullen's question. Likewise, in response to Officer Cullen's inquiry about his identity, 
Mr. Frederick did not have to walk over toward the officer. However, Mr. Frederick 
chose to do so. Once Mr. Frederick supplied Officer Cullen with his name, then Officer 
Cullen had legal justification to arrest Mr. Frederick on that mest  warrant (State's Exibit 
I), which he later confirmed through dispatch. 
3. In New York vs. Belton, 453 U.S. 454, 101 S.Ct. 2860,69 L.Ed.2d 768 (1981), the 
United States Supreme Court addressed the issue of whether, pursuant to a search 
incident to the lawful custodial arrest of a motor vehicle's occupants, the police may 
search inside the motor vehicle after the arrested occupants are no longer in it. In that 
case, a police officer had stopped an automobile for speeding. The four occupants of the 
car were ultimately arrested for the offense of possession of marijuana. Thereafter, the 
police officer searched the passenger compartment of the car and found a jacket 
containing cocaine inside a zipped pocket. The jacket's owner sought to suppress the 
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cocaine, but the United States Supreme Court; held that the search was valid: when a 
police officer has made a lawhl custodial arrest of the occupmt of a motor vehicle, 
contemporaneous to that arrest, the police officer may search the passenger compartment 
of the motor vehicle. The police officer may also exarnine of the contents of any 
containers found within the passenger compartment, whether those containers are open or 
closed. 
4. In State vs. Charpentier, 131 Idaho 649, 962 P.2d 1033 (1998), the Idaho Supreme 
Court concluded that the rule articulated in Belton properly interprets the protections that 
are provided by Article I, Section 17 of the Idaho Constitution. 
5. The more recent United States Supreme Court decision in Thornton vs. United States, 
541 U.S. 615, 124 S.Ct. 2127, 158 L.Ed.2d 905 (2004), clarified Belton, addressing the 
question of "whether the bright-line rule announced in Belton is confined to situations in 
which the police initiate contact with the occupant of a vehicle while that person is in the 
vehicle." The Court first clarified the facts in Belton, where the respondent was not 
inside the car at the time of the arrest and the search, but rather was standing on the 
highway. The Court rejected the argument that Belton was limited to situations where the 
police officer initiated contact with an arrestee while he or she was still an occupant of 
the car. Rather, the Supreme Court held that Belton allows a police officer to search the 
passenger compartment of a vehicle incident to a lawful custodial arrest of both 
"occupants" and "recent occupants." The Court noted that while an "arrestee's status as a 
'recent occupant' may turn on his temporal or spatial relationship to the car at the time of 
the arrest and search, it certainly does not turn on whether he was inside or outside the car 
at the moment that the officer first initiated contact with him." 124 S.Ct. 2127,2131-2. 
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The Supreme Court acknowledged that not all contraband in the passenger compartment 
of a vehicle is likely to be readily accessible to a "recent occupd," but concluded that 
the "need for a clear rule, readily wlderstood by police officers and not depending on 
differing estimates of what items were or were not within reach of an arrestee at any 
particular moment, justifies the sort of generalization which Belton enunciated. Once an 
officer determines that there is probable cause to make an arrest, it is reasonable to allow 
officers to ensure their safety and to preserve evidence by searching the entire passenger 
compartment." 124 S.Ct. 2 127,2 132. Thus, Belton governs even when an officer does 
not make contact until the person arrested has left the vehicle. 
6. The Court concludes that Defendant Corey Frederick was a "recent occupant" of his 
vehicle, for purposes of application of the rule in Belton. Mr. Frederick had exited his 
vehicle and seemed to be heading toward the entrance to the Jackson's convenience store. 
At that point in time, he hadn't even shut the door to his pickup. Upon being hailed by 
Officer Cullen, he walked toward the officer's vehicle. Frederick acknowledged his 
identity, was advised of the arrest warrant, and was taken into custody pursuant to that 
warrant. Thus, Defendant Frederick was subject to a lawful arrest. The vehicle from 
which he had exited, not occupied by any other person, and with its driver's side door not 
yet closed, was within a matter of feet from the spot where he was taken into custody. 
The Court finds that these facts satisfy the kind of "temporal" and "spatial" relationship 
that a "recent occupant" of a motor vehicle who is placed under lawful arrest must have 
under Thornton in order for the Belton rule to apply. The Court concludes that Officer 
Cullen possessed the authority to search the passenger compartment of Defendant 
Frederick's vehicle, including the containers located within that passenger compartment. 
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The items which Defcndmt seeks to suppress were in fact located within that passenger 
compmment., where Oficer Cullen had a legal right to be. 
7. As an additional ground, the Court should address the use of the drug detection dog in 
this case. The Idaho courts have held that the use of a trained drug detection dog to sniff 
the exterior of a motor vehicle located in a public place does not constitute a search 
within the mcming of the Fad hendment .  State vs. Martinez, 136 Idaho 436, 34 
P.3d 11 19 (Gt.App.2001); State vs. Parkinson, 135 Idaho 357, 17 P.3d 301 
(Ct.App.2000). However, once a trained drug detection dog "alerts" on a vehicle, 
oEccrs then have probable cause to search the interior of the vehicle without the 
necessity of obtaining a warrant. State vs. Tucker, 132 Idaho 841,979 P.2d 1199 (2001); 
State vs. Gullegos, 120 Idaho 894, 821 P.2d 949 (1991). In this case, Officer Cullen 
testified that he had a trained drug detection canine partner who traveled with him in his 
patrol vehicle. [Although a foundation for the canine's training was not presented, any 
potential deficiencies in that training, or in the foundation relating to that training, was 
not raised as an issue.] After Officer Cullen arrested Mr. Frederick, he took his drug 
detection dog to the side of the Defendant's vehicle. While counsel for Defendant argued 
that the dog immediately jumped into the passenger compartment of the pickup through 
the open door, in fact the officer's testimony was that he first presented the vehicle to the 
dog, let the dog search around the exterior, and then the dog went inside the open door, 
whereupon he immediately "sat," the dog's indication that he had detected the odor of a 
substance he had been trained to detect. Ultimately, the dog "indicated" on the shaving 
kit bag, located on the passenger seat under a lunch box, and on a little metallic-type pen 
tube that was sitting on the floor near the center console area. The contraband that 
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Defendmt Frederick seeks to suppress was eventually located as a result of m h e r  search 
of those items. However, the Court concludes that applicable Idaho case law pemi-tted 
the trained drug dog to be where he was, and that his alerting on the pertinent contents of 
Mr. Frederick's vehicle provided justification for the further search of those items. 
ORDER 
On the grounds and for the reasons stated, Defendmt's Motion to Suppress is 
hereby DENIED. 
IT IS SO ORDERED. 
Dated this 18" day of July, 2006. 
District Judge 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEWBY CERTIFY that a true and conect copy of the foregoing docwent has 
been forwarded to the follor;ving, either by U.S. Mail, first class postage prepaid; by hand 
delivery; by c o ~ h o u s e  basket; or by facsimile copy: 
Mr. Robert Tilley 
Law Office of Weibe 6% Fouser 
Canyon Cowty Public Defenders 
706 East Chicago 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Mr. David Young 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
Canyon County Courthouse 
11 15 Albany 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Dated tfiis 3 day of July, 2006. 
G. NOEL HALES 
Clerk of t b  Court: 
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IN TI-iE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRES1DING:WONORABLE JUNEAL 6. KERRICK DATE: JULY 17,2006 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
) COURT MINUTE 
Plaintiff ) 
) CASE NO. CR-2005-31717% 
-vs- ) 
) 
COREY SEAN FREDERICK ) REPORTED BY: KATHY KLEMETSON 
Defendant 1 
1 DSTRCT2 1009-1 01 5 
This having been the time heretofore set for sentencing in the above-entitled matter, the State 
I 
1 was represented by counsel, Mr. Larry Sisson, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney of Canyon County. The 
I 
defendant was present with counsel, Mr. Alex Briggs. 
The Court reviewed prior proceedings and stated that a written Findings of Facts and Conclusions 
of Law was to be prepared to counsel regarding the motion to suppress, which was denied previously. The 
Court advised counsel this matter could either be continued or allow the Court to supplement the record 
by issuing a factual findings of facts. 
Each of counsel indicated that this matter should be set over. 
The Court continued the sentence hearing until July 20, 2006 at 8:30 a.m. in front of the 
Honorable Juneal C. Kerrick. 
The defendant was continued released on the bond previously posted with the instruction to stay 
in contact with his attorney. 
Deputy Cou 4 Clerk 
DISTRICT COURT MINUTE 
July 1 7 ,  2 0 0 6  
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRESIDING: HONORABLE JUNEAL C. KERRICK DATE: JULY 20,2006 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
1 COURT MINUTE 
Plaintiff ) 
1 CASE NO. CR-2005-31717*C 
-vs- 1 
) 
) REPORTED BY Kathy Klemetson 
COREY SEAN FREDERICK ) 
) DSTRCT 2 850-852 
Defendant 1 
This having been the time heretofore set for sentence hearing in the above-entitled matter, the 
defendant was not present but was represented by counsel, Mr. Rob Tilley. The State was represented by 
Mr. Kenneth Stringfield, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney. 
The Court reviewed prior proceedings and noted the defendant's failure to appear. 
Mr. Tilley advised the Court he spoke with the defendant in person yesterday and the defendant 
was made aware of the sentence hearing this morning at 8:30 a.m. 
The Court found that no good cause was showing for the defendant's failure to appear, the Court 
forfeited the cash bond; issued a bench warrant for the defendant's arrest and set bond in the amount of 
Deputy Clerk d 
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T HILL, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
Plaintiff, 
1 
1 case NO. CR ~ i ~ > l j  - 3 \ 7 1 7 
1 
VS. 1 
1 FELONY BENCH WARRANT C b f 9  F f t h  I*& I 1 OF ARREST 
Defendant. 
1 
1 
TO ANY SHERIFF, CONSTABLE, MARSHAL, POLICEMEN, OR PEACE OFFICER IN 
THE STATE OF IDAHO: 
The Court having this date entered it's Order for the issuance of a Bench Warrant 
for the arrest of the above named defendant for failure to appear in Court as heretofore 
Ordered by this Court, and the defendant having previously been charged with 
in violation of Idaho Code Section(s) 
a felony. 
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED forthwith to arrest the above named 
defendant and bring said defendant before the undersigned District Court Judge, or if 
said Judge is unavailable, then before the nearest available Magistrate. This Warrant 
may be served at any time during the hours of day or night. 
c"4 T* "$% 't I I s Y S p m  Pal 
i ' :  ' &$,, g &-&& 6 ;20 A 
BENCH WARRANT [FELONY] . 4 
5Al~c( RC8D3-1 000059 
After considering the facts pertaining to the defendant and the crime, the bail is 
set in the amount of 
Dated this 20 day of 
Race: Hair: DIA M Eyes: -h, 
Height: 5'1 i Weight: / b, 0 DO
SSN Other: 
Agency: Prosecutor: David L. Young 
RETURN 
STATE OF IDAHO ) SS. 
County of Canyon ) 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I received this Warrant on 
and served the said Warrant by arresting the within named defendant 
(Name) 
(Title) 
BENCH WARRANT [FELONY] 
6POOOGO 
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JN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff , i Case No. Dam5 - 3 17 17 
) 
i 
FELONY BENCH WARRANT 
) OF ARREST 
Defendant, 
) 
TO ANY SHERIFF, CONSTABLE, MARSHAL, POLICEMEN, OR PEACE OFFlCER IN 
THE STATE OF IDAHO: 
The Court having this date entered it's Order far the issuance of a Bench Warrant 
for the arrest of the above named defendant for failure to appear in Court as heretofom 
Ordered by this Court, and the defendant having previousty been charged with 
in violation of Idaho Code Section(s 
a felony. 
YOU ARE HEREBY COMMANDED forthwith to arrest the above named 
defendant and bring said defendant before the undersigned District Court Judga, or if 
said Judge is unavailable, then before the nearest available Magistrate. This Warrant 
may be served at any time during the hours of day or night. 
BENCH WARRANT [FELONY] 
After considering the facts pertaining to the defendant and the crime, th$ bail is 
set in the amount of 
Dated this day of 
Race: Hair: €yes: h , ~ z  LM, 
Height: 5'1 Weight: 1 b 0 DOB:
SSN: Other: 
Agemy: Prosecutor; David L. You% 
RETURN 
STATE OF IDAHO SS. 
County of Canyon 1 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that I received this Warrant on CD-4 -\ f K= K I C ~  
and served the s,aid Warrant by arl-esting the within named defendant 
BENCH WARRANT [FELONY] 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRESIDING: RENAE J. HOEF DATE: August 30,2006 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, ) COURT MINUTE 
) 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NO: CR2005-31717*C 
) 
VS. ) TIME: 9:00 A.M. 
) 
COREY FREDERICK, ) REPORTED BY: Carole Walden 
Defendant. ) DCRT3 (1 1 :25-11:27) 
) 
This having been the time heretofore set for arraignment on a bench warrant in 
the above entitled matter, the State was represented by Mr. Gearld L. ~ o l f f  and Mr. 
Lary Sisson, Deputy Prosecuting Attorneys for Canyon County, and the defendant was 
personally present with counsel, Mr. Dayo Onanubosi. 
The Court noted the defendant failed to appear for sentencing before Judge 
Kerrick on July 20, 2006 and a bench warrant was issued with bond set in the sum of 
$25,000.00 
The Court reset this matter for sentencing on September 18, 2006 at 9:00 a.m. 
before Judge Kerrick. 
COURT MINUTE 
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Mr. Onanubosi advised the Court for the record that he was providing the 
defendant with their copy of the Presentence Report so he could read it and be ready 
on the date set for sentencing. 
The Court advised the defendant that he needed to bring the Presentence Report 
with him to the sentencing hearing and not leave it in his cell. 
The defendant was remanded into the custody of the Canyon County Sheriff 
pending further proceedings, or the posting of bond. 
- - - "  
d. IVI C U ' , ~  
~ & p u t y  Clerk 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
PRESIDING: HONOWBLE JUNEAL C. KERRICK DATE: SEPTEMBER 18,2006 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 COURT MINUTE 
Plaintiff, 
1 
) CASE: CR-2005-31717°C 
VS. ) 
) 
) 
) DSTRCT 2 932-1004 
COREY SEAN FREDERICK ) 
) REPORTED BY Kathy Klemetson 
Defendant. 1 
This having been the time heretofore set for sentencing in the above-entitled 
matter, the defendant was present with his attorney, Mr. Thomas Sullivan. The State was 
represented by Mr. Larry Sisson, Deputy Prosecuting Attorney from Canyon County. 
The Court reviewed prior proceedings and questioned Mr. Sullivan of any factual 
matters that needed to be corrected with regards to the pre-sentence investigation report. 
Mr. Sullivan advised the Court the defendant has reviewed the pre-sentence 
investigation report and there were no factual corrections to be made. Further, there was 
no legal reason why sentencing could not be pronounced. 
The State advised the Court the defendant had twenty-one different criminal 
charges of which eleven were dismissed. The State noted that this matter was the 
DISTRICT COURT MINUTES 
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defendant's first felony. The State recommended two years fixed, followed by three years 
indeterminate, for a total aggregate term of five years; suspending the commitment and 
placing the defendant on probation for a period of five years. The State also 
recommended credit for time sewed; 180 days jail with work release; restitution and 
asked that the Court order the defendant to pay child support on a regular basis. 
Mr. Sullivan advised the Court the defendant was firefighting at the time of the 
sentence hearing when he failed to appear. Mr. Sullivan stated that the defendant's check 
was being garnished for the child support. Mr. Sullivan asked the Court to place the 
defendant on probation. 
The defendant made statements to the Court at this time. 
The Court advised the defendant he was in need of serious accountability. The 
Court stated that the defendant's attorney had spoken to this Court the day before the 
original sentence hearing, explaining of the defendant's circumstance, however, the 
defendant chose to not come to court. The Court advised the defendant the plea 
negotiations were for probation, however, this Court felt that a retained jurisdiction was 
appropriate. 
The defendant was sentenced to a period of three (3) years fixed, followed by four 
(4) years indeterminate, for a total aggregate term of seven (7) years. The defendant shall 
receive credit for time sewed in the amount of ninety-six (96) days, pursuant to I.C. 18- 
309. The defendant was fined $3,000 with $2,500 suspended; court costs; public 
defender reimbursement in the sum of $500 and was ordered to pay restitution. The 
Court suspended the commitment to the department of corrections and placed the 
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defendant on probation for a period of four (4) years under the standard terms and 
conditions. Upon additional conditions, the defendant shall enroll in and successfully 
complete any counseling, treatment, educational, rehabilitative, Thinking errors or any 
other programs recommended by the probation officer; the defendant shall obtain a 
substance abuse evaluation and follow all treatment recommendations; the defendant 
shall not associate with anyone prohibited by the probation officer; the defendant shall not 
consume alcohol and shall not enter into any establishment where the primary source of 
revenue is the sale of alcoholic beverages; the defendant shall perform one hundred 
(I 00) hours of community service through Community Service Alternatives at a rate to be 
determined by the probation officer; the defendant shall complete his G.E.D at a rate 
dictated by the probation officer and the defendant shall participate in Cognitive Self 
Change. 
The Court advised counsel the defendant could either serve thirty days county jail 
straight or sixty days with work release privileges. The Court questioned Mr. Sullivan 
which option the defendant preferred. 
Mr. Sullivan advised the Court the defendant would like work release. 
The Court ordered that the defendant serve three hundred sixty-five (365) days in 
the Canyon County Detention Center as a condition of probation. The defendant shall 
serve sixty (60) of those days immediately, with work release privileges and may serve 
those days in Owyhee County. The remaining three hundred five (305) days shall be 
available to the defendant's probation officer as discretionary days. 
The Court advised the defendant he needed to give his copy of the pre-sentence 
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investigation report to the jailer. 
In answer to the Court's inquiry, the defendant accepted the terms and conditions 
of probation. 
The defendant was remanded to the custody of the Sheriff of Canyon County to 
serve the jail time imposed. 
DISTRICT COURT MINUTES 
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THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
STATE OF IDAHO 
COUNW OF CANYON 
) 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, or ) Case No. 
) 
9 ) 
Plaintiff, 
-VS- 
) 
1 
1 
1 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the above-named Defendant, having been found guilty as charged, be 
committed to the custody of the Sheriff of Canyon County, Idaho and that this Order of Commitment shall 
serve as authority for continued custody. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the above-named Defendant shall serve: 
as previously Ordered on the Judgment dated 
credit for M day($) served. . 9 ~ o h d - r ' q )  
determinate . indeterminate . retained jurisdiction. 
,&8 work searchlwork-out privileges granted from to 
upon written verification. as authorized by the Sheriff of Canyon County. 
Sheriff's Work Detail: days in lieu of days jail to be completed by 
. If the 
Defendant fails to report to the jail as ordered or at a time agreed upon with the jail, or fails to satisfactorily 
perform the Defendant's obligations with the Sheriff Inmate Labor Detail, then the Sheriff is ordered and 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED that the above-named Defendant shail report to the Canyon County 
Sheriff on or b e f o r d  1 
Dated: 
Jail Defendant 
COMMITMENT 
Judge ' 
L E D  
. M ._--.-.---P.M. 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
M TAY L.OR, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, 
Plaintiff 
-VS- 
COREY FREDERICK, 
Defendant. 
) 
) 
) NOTICE TO DEFENDANT UPON 
) SENTENCING 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) Case No. CR05-31717 
) 
) 
) 
) 
The above named Defendant is hereby notified that you have the right to 
appeal this Court's decision within forty-two (42) days from the date sentence is 
imposed. ldaho Criminal Rule 54.3. 
You are notified that you may file one motion for sentence modification 
within 120 days from date sentence is imposed (within fourteen (14) days from 
date of sentence on a probation violation). ldaho Criminal Rule 35. 
You are notified that you have a right to file post-conviction proceedings 
within one (1) year from the expiration of the time for appeal or determination of 
an appeal, whichever is later. ldaho Code Section 19-4901 st. seq. 
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT 
UPON SENTENCING 
Further, if you are unable to pay the costs of any of the above 
proceedings, you may apply to this Court for leave to proceed ' 
ldaho Criminal Rule 33(a)(3); ldaho Code 19-4904. 
Further, you are informed that in exercising any of the above proceedings, 
you have the right to assistance of attorney and if you are an indigent person 
then you have the right to the assistance of an attorney at public expense. ldaho 
DATED: A / -  J& 
Code Sect iod-852; 19-4904. 
/ 
=q$trkt Judge- Juneal C. Kerrick 
CERTIFICATION OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the foregoing NOTICE 
TO DEFENDANT UPON SENTENCING was mailed andlor hand delivered to the 
following persons on this day of June, 2006. 
David Young 
Prosecuting Attorney 
Caldwell, ldaho 83605 
Wiebe & Fouser 
Attorney at Law 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, ldaho 83606 
Defendant 
Deputy Clerk of the Court 
NOTICE TO DEFENDANT 
UPON SENTENCING 
SEP 2 2 2006 
CANYON COUNTY CLERK 
M TAM. OR, DEPUV 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Plaintiffl; ) CASE NO. CR-2005-3 171 7°C 
1 
-vs- ) JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT 
1 and ORDER OF PROBATION 
COR RICK ) ON SUSPENDED EXECUTION 
SS# ) OF JUDGICiENT 
D.O. ) 
) 
Defendant. 1 
On this 1 8 ' ~  day of September, 2006, personally appeared Mr. Larry Sisson, Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney for Canyon County, Idaho, and the defendant, Corey Frederick, and the 
defendant's attorney, Mr. Thomas Sullivan. 
IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant has been convicted upon a plea of guilty to the 
offense of Possession of a Controlled Substance, a felony, as charged in the Information, a 
violation of Idaho Code Section 37-2732(c)(1); committed on or about the 9"' day of November, 
2005. 
The Cowt having asked whether the defendant had any legal cause why Judgment should 
not be pronounced against the defendant, and no sufficient cause to the contrary having been 
shown or appearing to the Court, 
IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant is guilty as charged and convicted. 
IT IS FURTHER ADJUDGED that the defendant be sentenced to the custody of the 
Idaho State Board of Correction for a minimum period of confinement of three (3) years and a 
subsequent indeterminate period of confinement not to exceed four (4) years, for a total unified 
term of seven (7) years. The defendant shall receive credit for time served in the amount of 
ninety-six (95) days, pursuant to I.C. 18-309. 
AND IT IS ORDERED that execution of this Judgment be suspended in compliance 
with Idaho Code 19-2601, Sub-section 2, and that the defendant be placed on probation under 
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the supervision and control of the Idaho State Deparlment of Comection, Probation and Parole 
Division and this Court for a period of four (4) years, commencing on the 18'" day of September, 
2806, and under the following terns and conditions: 
That the defendant shall: (a) violate no State, Federal, or Municipal penal laws; (b) not 
change residence without first obtaining written pemission from the supervising officer; (c) 
submit a truthful written report to the supervising officer each and every month and report in 
person when requested; (d) not leave the State of Idaho or the Third Judicial District (Adams, 
Canyon, Gem, Payette, Owyhee, and Washington counties) without first obtaining written 
permission from the supervising officer; (e) seek and maintain employment or a prograni 
approved by the supervising officer, and not change employment or program without first 
obtaining written permission from the supervising officer; ( f )  waive defendant's constitutional 
right to be Eree from search and consent to the search of their person, residence, vehicle, or 
property at the request of the supervising officer; (g) not purchase or possess any firearms or 
weapons; (h) not possess any controlled substances without a valid prescription; (i) submit to 
tests for controlled substances and/or alcohol at probationer's own expense upon the request of 
the supervising officer; Cj) follow the advice and instructions of the supervising officer; (k) 
execute a Waiver of Extradition. 
SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 
1. The defendant shall pay in the order listed each of the following sums as specified: 
A. Court costs of $17.50: 
B. Victims compensation fund of $50.00; 
C. An ISTARS technology fee of $10.00; 
D. A fee of $10.00 for deposit into the peace officers standards and training account; 
E. A fine in the amount of $3,000.00 with $2,500.00 suspended; 
F. An administrative surcharge of $10.00 for deposit into the county justice -fund; 
G. Reimbursement to the county for legal representation by the public defender in the 
amount of $500.00; 
H. Restitution in the amount of $200.00 per the restitution order. 
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All of the previous stated mounts of money are due and payable to the District Court at a 
rate and schedule to be detemined by the supervising officer. 
2. Pay a rnonthly supervision fee as set by the supervising officer. 
OTHER SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 
1. The defendant shall enroll in and successfully complete any counseling, treatment, 
educational, rehabilitative, Thinking Errors or any other programs recommended by the 
probation officer. 
2. The defendant shall obtain a substance abuse evaluation and follow all treatment 
recommendations. 
3. The defendant shall not associate with anyone prohibited by the probation officer. 
4. The defendant shall not consume alcohol and not enter into any establishment where the 
primary source of revenue is the sale of alcoholic beverages. 
5. The defendant shall perform one hundred (100) hours of community service through 
Community Service Alternatives at a rate dictated by the probation officer. 
6. The defendant shall participate in a Cognitive Self Change program. 
7. The defendant shall serve three hundred sixty-five (365) days in the Canyon County 
Detention Center as a condition of probation. The defendant shall serve sixty (60) of 
those days immediately, with work release privileges, and may serve those days in 
Owyhee County. The remaining three hundred five (305) days shall be available to the 
defendant's probation officer as discretionary days. 
The terms of the defendant's probation may be revoked, modified or extended at any time 
by the Court, and in the event of any violation of the conditions hereof, during the period of 
probation, the Court may revoke this Order and cause the sentence to be executed. Defendant is 
subject to arrest wi 
DATED this 
District Judge 
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I understand, accept and will abide by the tcms and conditions of the attached Order. 
DATED this -day of ,2006. 
Defendant 
WITNESSED: 
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THIRD JUDIGtAL Dl8TRICT 
STATE QF IOAHO 
COUNlTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO. 
1 CASE NO. W05 -31 7 17 
1 
Plaintiff, 1 ORDER OF CASH BOND 
1 FORFEFlURE OR RELEASE 
Offense DC,,5 
SURETY 
' ADDRESS 
- [ ] IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the cash bond Is forfeited to the Court. 
IS HEREBY ORDERED that the cash bond be returned to the surety. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED that the cash bon+beF&$ed to fines and to cost and any rums 
remaining be dispersed to the surety. 
DATED this 
Order for Warrant No@). 
By. 
Deputy Clerk 
OiiDER OF CASH BOND 
FORFEITURE OR RELEASE 
DAVID L, YOUNG 
CANYON COWTTY PROSECUTNG ATTOWEY 
CANVOW COUNTY CLERK 
3 DELCACSO, DEPUT?I 
Canyon County Goufthouse 
1 1 15 Albany St. 
Caldwell, Idaho 83605 
Telephone: (208) 454-739 1 
IN THE DISTRlCT COURT OF THE TNIRB JUDICIAL DISTRTGT OF 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO 1 
) 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NO. CR2005-3 17 17 
1 
VS. ) WSTITUTION ORDER 
) 
COREY FrnDIEWCK, ) 
) 
Defendant ) 
Based upon the judgement and sentence in this ease, and the expenses of the victim on 
this matter, and pursuant to Idaho Code, Section 37-2732. 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED That THE DEFENDANT, COREY FREDERICK, pay 
TWO HUNDRED DOLLARS ($200.00) in restitution to: 
IDAHO STATE POLlCE 
DRUG MSTITUTION ACCOUNT 
P.O. BOX 700 
MERIDIAN, IDAHO 83680-0700 
DATE LAB EXPENSE 
RESTITUTION ORDER 1 
J:\Foms\VICTIMS\VW-UNIT-FORMS\ORD-DRUG REST.wpd 
TOTAL 
$100.00 
CANYON COUNTY SHENFF'S OFFICE 
ATTFV: G N M E  LAB 
11 15 ALBANY STMET 
GALDWELL, IDAHO 83605 
DATE LAB EXPENSE TOTAL 
Such restitution shall be joint and several with any other co-defendants who are 
ordered to pay restitution arising from the same occwence or event. 
There are no known co-defendants. 
The defendant may within forty-two (42) days of the entry of the order of restitution 
object to or request relief from the restitution order in accordance with the Idaho Rules of Civil 
WSTITUTION ORDER 
J:\Forms\VICTIMS\VW-UNIT--FORblS\ORD-DRUG REST.wpd 2 
DRUG RES"nm1ON 
As pmvidad in Idaho Code 37-2732(k), tha Canyon munry Shelrfnr's OfPlccer requ 
raVrtutfon horn the defendant (s) for the conflmation af the following dru&s) being 
in the szrmple(s miaced to this laboratory, The amount rwucrstc?d 
a parlion a# the irrcurred to the labomtory during the analysis of dmg 
evidence. 
D&sndant (s): FMericR, COrq 
tab Number: OW926 
I Marijuana (1 sample cctnfirmitrd at $100.00 each) $la).00 
Please presclnt thls ~lcltutlon request form and a copy uf the laboratory report ta 
the court at the time of sentencing 
P l e a  make check payable to: Canyon County SherML Onrka 
Cdme Lab 
1115 Aibany StrW 
Caldwcll, Idaho h3360B 
Thank you for your cooperation In thb maaer. 
Sincerely. 
Lt. Gary L. John 
Chief Criminalist 
Crime Lab 
'. 
Received t 2-1 9-2005 03: 26pe F roa-2087225800 000079 To-CANYON COUNTY PA Pare 004 , 
CRIME T.AB, PROCESGINGt BSPORT 
Cmm : 054326 DA'"r8 : 11/14/05 
ACJBNm: P l m  W B C Y  CASE#: OSPP-1897 
DATB OF CRIME: l lfQ91'05 SUSPBCr NAMg: RICX, CORBY 
TYPE oP CRIlIE: BOSS CONT SUB VICTIM W: STATB OF I D M O  
mCBfVEI3 I;rROM: &LFBRfm BY LAEI Il'fCQI: RTDWELL 
EVZDmCB TO STATE &AB (DATE) ; 11/18/05 FRON 6TXL'B LAR (DAm) : 12/16/04 
EVICI3EbfCR: 3 m m m  W S  W/E;VID TAPE B INITIALS, TITSTING: 
1: METAL SPOO91 n/wRIm BBSWUg b : 
2: 4 PLYCES DAMP coma  W/BAO 7 : 
3 :  PEN EWmJN W / & L X  &$SfDUi3 8 : 
4 : 9 : 
5 : lo: 
DRZE TPET: XX 
NOTES: 4 YLECXS OF COTTUN BALXt INSIDE A PLASTIC DAC AMJ METAL SPOON WLTX 
YIIIIILE RKSIDU'E RBLXASBD TO mreP IILFBBTNG. c BIDWELT. 5284 12/27/05 
g'v~n- R E L ~ A S ~ D  TO; CHZEF mPRWIN(3 
AG&rJCY: PARMA POLICB: DEPT. DRm: 12/07/US 
(IBX~INALIS'j! : CINDY I13DWYLL 
ZOO emd Vd AiHn03 WAWV3-61 
.+ 
Idaho Statc Police 
Orug Restitution 
Ae pmvidcd in Idalw Code 37-2732@), tho I d h  SraC Police requests Wtutticm h i l t  
thr dchdant(s), C u ~ y  Frcdrick, in tho arnoinlt of $100.00 in atwciption with 
Lrbmtory Rcport Nn. M20053344. This amounf is b d  upon U x  confirmation of thc 
folfowinp; drug(#) bcing: pmenc in the sample(s) submitted co &is laboratory. 'lac 
amount requcstcd rcflrx;ls ;r podon of  the cost incumd tn (IIG laboratory during t h ~  
mdyJirr of drug cvidarca. 
C~nlimod Drue;/Analysis , Cost 
I 
pfcaa present thim restinnion reqlleet form and a copy nf thc labmoly report to tho 
~ourt at the time of swLcns.ing 
Pleascl makc chcclu payable lu: P o r d a  Semiccj 
P. 0. Box '/U0 
Meridian, ldaho 036804700 
Thank yau tbr your c o u j m d l b  In rhu mattar. 
Sincerely, 
Labomory Manager 
A~&ig Lah Mmga 
r o e  sorricc~ 
. jp 
, 12107/2005 Iddha Statm Paflc8 F orenslo Smrviees 
- 1  
~ . a .  BOX MO ~lma~;m, 10 ~381toa700 ( z o a ) s a e ~ ~ ~ o  
CL Case No.: MZ00557dd Agency Caee No.: 05PP1897 
AgtmcY' PAP0 PARMA POLlCEi REPARTMEN 1 
ORI: Cruno Dafc: Nag 9,2005 
Crlmlnallsllo Artailr~ia Rapurt CONTRBLLEO SUBSTANCE ANALYSIS 
~ a n c s  Rsceivrd IMomatfon 
Evtd.nce Rwoived: 11M812WS 
Add. Crime Oalrt: 
Hwv Recorved: IN PEFW3N 
Ha. Mataid: BIOHAZAROIC I IEMICAL 
fv. ~tticrr: CULL PN pn. (208)451-7531 
Dctlivmd By: JENNIFER VERA ph. ( 2 U 0 ) o ~ f s 2 B  
Received By: JANE UAVENPOM ph. (208)W7170 
VlrJ.%f?~ N?mp BOO EB!a 
Suwmt FREDRCK. COREY 
EVIDEHCB IlESCRIPTION N3D CONCLUSION: 
1) Agency Exhibit: 1. A heat maled plastic bag containirty a spoon with a 
brace of whita residue. Thee sample contsina methamplii~tamine ( C A I ) .  
Resewad remaining extranl.. 
;I ) h e n c y  Oxhibi t 2 .  N o t  opened, not analyzed. 
IMPORTANT NOTE: All iterne aubmittcd may rmr. be analyzed. If additional 
tecsting is rquired, pleauc contact; tlia Iabaracory reqarding reautrm~,uuion. 
For.ensic Scientist 11 
ON COUNTY CLERK 
, & f @ n ~ ~ ~ ~  
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
THE STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
Plaintiff, ) CASE NO. CR-2005-3 171 7-C 
SUPPLEMENTAL 
-vs- 1 JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT 
and ORDER OF PROBATION 
COREY SEAN FREDERICK ON SUSPENDED EXECUTION 
SS# OF JUDGMENT 
D.O. 1 
) 
1 
On this 1 8 ' ~  day of September, 2006, personally appeared Mr. Larry Sisson, Deputy 
Prosecuting Attorney for Canyon County, Idaho, and the defendant, Corey Frederick, and the 
defendant's attorney, Mr. Thomas Sullivan. 
IT  IS ADJUDGED that the defendant has been convicted upon a plea of guilty to the 
offense of Possession of a Controlled Substance, a felony, as charged in the Information, a 
violation of Idaho Code Section 37-2732(c)(l); committed on or about the gth day of November, 
2005. 
The Court having asked whether the defendant had any legal cause why Judgment should 
not be pronounced against the defendant, and no sufficient cause to the contrary having been 
shown or appearing to the Court, 
IT IS ADJUDGED that the defendant is guilty as charged and convicted. 
IT  IS FURTHER ADJUDGED that the defendant be sentenced to the custody of the 
Idaho State Board of Correction for a minimum period of confinement of three (3) years and a 
subsequent indeterminate period of confinement not to exceed four (4) years, for a total unified 
term of seven (7) years. The defendant shall receive credit for time served in the amount of 
ninety-six (95) days, pursuant to I.C. 18-309. 
AND IT IS ORDERED that execution of this Judgment be suspended in compliance 
with Idaho Code 19-2601, Sub-Section 2, and that the defendant be placed on probation under 
JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT AND ORDER OF PROBATION 
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the supervision and control of the Idaho State Depafiment of Gonection, Probation and Parole 
Division and this Court for a period of four (4) years, commencing on the I gth day of September, 
2006, and under the following terns and conditions: 
That the defendant shall: (a) violate no State, Federal, or Municipal penal laws; (b) not 
change residence without first obtaining written permission from the supervising officer; (c) 
submit a tmthhl written report to the supervising officer each and every month and report in 
person when requested; (d) not leave the State of Idaho or the Third Judicial District (Adams, 
Canyon, Gem, Payette, Owyhee, and Washington counties) without first obtaining written 
permission from the supervising officer; (e) seek and maintain employment or a program 
approved by the supervising officer, and not change employment or program without first 
obtaining written permission from the supervising officer; (f) waive defendant's constitutional 
right to be free from search and consent to the search of their person, residence, vehicle, or 
property at the request of the supervising officer; (g) not purchase or possess any firearms or 
weapons; (h) not possess any controlled substances without a valid prescription; (i) submit to 
tests for controlled substances andlor alcohol at probationer's own expense upon the request of 
the supervising officer; (j) follow the advice and instructions of the supervising officer; (k) 
execute a Waiver of Extradition. 
SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 
F 1. The defendant shall pay in the order listed each of the following sums as specified: 
('F A. Court costs of $1 7.50: 
C B. Victims compensation fund of $50.00; 
&c C. An ISTARS technology fee of $10.00; 
CF D. A fee of $10.00 for deposit into the peace officers standards and training account; 
C G E. A fine in the amount of $3,000.00 with $2,500.00 suspended; 
C F. An administrative surcharge of $10.00 for deposit into the county justice fund; 
Cq G. Reimbursement to the county for legal representation by the public defender in the 
amount of $500.00; ()c H. Restitution in the amount of $200.00 per the restitution order. 
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All of the previous stated mounts of money are due and payable to the District Court at a 
rate and schedule to be detemined by the supemising officer. 
Cc 2. Pay a monthly supervision fee as set by the supervising officer. 
OTHER SPECIAL CONDITIONS: 
1. The defendant shall enroll in and successfblly complete any counseling, treatment, 
educational, rehabilitative, Thinking Errors or any other programs recommended by the 
probation officer. 
CG 2. The defendant shall obtain a substance abuse evaluation and follow all treatment 
recommendations. 
3.  The defendant shall not associate with anyone prohibited by the probation officer. 
CC4. The defendant shall not consume alcohol and not enter into any establishment where the 
primary source of revenue is the sale of alcoholic beverages. 
C f 5. The defendant shall perform one hundred (100) hours of community service through 
Cornunity Service AIternatives at a rate dictated by the probation officer. 
CF 6. The defendant shall participate in a Cognitive Self Change program. 
CF 7. The defendant shall serve three hundred sixty-five (365) days in the Canyon County 
Detention Center as a condition of probation. The defendant shall serve sixty (60) of 
those days immediately, with work release privileges, and may serve those days in 
Owyhee County. The remaining three hundred five (305) days shall be available to the 
defendant's probation officer as discretionary days. 
The terms of the defendant's probation may be revoked, modified or extended at any time 
by the Court, and in the event of any violation of the conditions hereof, during the period of 
probation, the Court may revoke this Order and cause the sentence to be executed. Defendant is 
DATED this 
u District Judge 
JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT AND ORDER OF PROBATION 
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I understand, accept and will abide by the terms and conditions of the attached Order. 
DATED this L d a y  of 0C bla-/ ,2006. 
WITNESSED 
JUDGMENT AND COMMITMENT AND ORDER OF PROBATION 
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COMMUNITY CO 
ACWEMENT OF SUPERVISION 
I .  LAWS AND COOPERATION: I shall respect and obey all laws and comply with m y  lawful request of 
my supervising officer or an agent of the Division of C o m w i t y  Corrections. C F 
2. WSDENCE:  I change residence without first o b t a i ~ g  wrirten p e ~ s s i o n  from my 
supervising officer. 
3. REPORTS: I will submit a truthful, written report to my supervising officer each and every month and 
shall report in person on dates and times specified. c,F=" 
4. TRAVEL: I will not leave the state or the assigned t without first obtaining permission Erom my 
supervising officer. My assigned district is District 3. 
5 .  ENPLOYmNT: I shall seek and maintain employment, or a program approved by my supervising 
officer, sl~all not c employment or program without first obtaining written permission from my 
supervising officer. 
6 .  SEARCH: I agree and consent to the search of my person, automobile, real property, and any other 
property at any time and at any place by any Agent of the Division of Community Corrections and waive 
my constitutional right to be free from such searches. ,6 
7. WAPONSiCONTUBAND: I shall not purchase, carry, or have in possession or control any firearm, 
m u n i t i o n ,  explosives or other weapons. Firearms, weapons, and contraband seized will be forfeited to 
the Department of Correction for disposal. -c 6 
8. CONTROLLED SUBSTANCES: I shall not use or possess any controlled substances unless lawfully 
prescribed by a licensed physician. I agree to submit to test for controlled substances or alcohol, at my 
own expense, as requested by my supervising officer or any agent of the Division of Community 
Corrections. C F 
LQ 
9. RESTITUTION: I shall pay restitution and other fees as ordered in the sum of $ /B81 . Payments will 
be made at the rate of $ 5-0 per month beginning on the ) day of 0-e t 
. A receipt for all payments will be submitted to my officer within thirty (30) days of payment. 
10. COST OF SUPERVISION: I will comply with Idaho Code 20-225, which authorizes a cost of 
supervision fee. [ if 
SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS: 
1.  Comply with court order(s) ,< 
2. 
3. 
I have read, or have had read to me, the above agreement. I understand and accept the conditions of 
supervision under which I have been released. I agree to abide by and conform to them and understand that my 
failure to do so may result in the revocation of my probation or parole. 
Date Accepted Revised 01/02 
Place in section 1 of the c-file. 
cm 
THOMAS A .  S m L E V W  
ON C O m Y  PUBLIC DEFEDER 
706 E. Chicago 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
CANYON COUNW 
8 RAYNE, DEPUW 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) 
Plaintiff-Respondent, ) CASE NO. CR2005-31717 
I 
) NOTICE OF APPEAL 
) 
COREY SEAN FREDERICK, ) 
) 
Defendant-Appellant. ) 
\ 
TO: THE ABOVE NAMED RESPONDENT, THE STATE OF IDAHO, AND ITS 
ATTORNEYS, DAVID L. YOUNG, CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTING ATTORNEY, 
ATTORNEY GENERAL FOR IDAHO, KATHERINE KLEMETSON, COURT 
REPORTER, AND G. NOEL HALES, CLERK OF THE ABOVE ENTITLED COURT 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN: 
1. The above named defendant-appellant appeals against 
the above named plaintiff-respondent, to the Supreme Court of the 
State of Idaho, from the Judgment of Conviction and Sentence 
entered against him on the 20th day of September, 2006, by District 
Judge Juneal Kerrick. 
2. The defendant-appellant has the right to appeal to 
the Idaho Supreme Court, from the Judgment of Conviction and 
Sentence imposed as described in paragraph 1 above, and said 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 1 
Judgment of Conviction and Sentence has appealable issues under 
Rule 11 (c) (1) , Idaho Appellate Rules. 
3 .  A preliminary statement of the issues on appeal which 
appellant intends to assert in the appeal is as follows: Denial of 
defendant's Motion to Suppress. Provided, however, that any such 
list of issues on appeal shall not prevent defendant-appellant from 
asserting other issues on appeal. 
4. A. A limited Reporter's Transcript as defined in 
Rule 25 (a), Idaho Appellate Rules is requested 
to include the following: 
(1) Hearing on the Motion to Suppress held on 
February 21, 2006 
(2) Change of Plea hearing on April 17, 2006 
5. The defendant-appellant requests the following 
documents to be included in the Clerk's Record in addition to those 
automatically included under Rule 28, Idaho Appellate Rules: 
A. All documents defined in Rule 28, I.A.R.; 
B. All pre-trial and post-trial motions; 
C. All briefs, affidavits and memoranda filed 
with the Court relating to defendant- 
appellant's or the State's motions and all 
Memoranda Opinions of the Court relating to 
such motions; 
D. The presentence report; 
E. A11 exhibits admitted into evidence, or of - 
fered and not admitted into evidence. 
6. I hereby certify: 
A. That a copy of this Notice of Appeal has been 
served on the Court Reporter; 
B. That the defendant-appellant is exempt from 
paying the estimated transcript fee because he 
is indigent and unable to pay the fee; 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 2 
G. That the defendant-appellant is exempt from 
paying the estimated fee for preparation of 
the Clerk's record because he is indigent and 
unable to pay the fee; 
D. That service has been made on all parties re- 
quired to be served pursuant to Rule 20, Idaho 
Appellate Rules, and the Attorney General of 
Idaho, pursuant to S67-1401(1), Idaho Code. 
?FL, 
Dated this 17 day of October, 2006. 
Attorney for Defendant-Appellant 
Residing at Caldwell, Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I HEREBY CERTIFY that a true and correct copy of the above and 
foregoing Notice of Appeal was mailed by United States Mail, postage 
prepaid, and properly addressed to: 
David L. Young 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Katherine Klemetson, Court Reporter 
Canyon County Courthouse 
1115 Albany 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Attorney General 
State of Idaho 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0010 
this ,/dfday October, 
NOTICE OF APPEAL - 3 
crn 
THONZlS A. SULLIVM 
Y PUBLIC DEFEmER 
706 E. Chicago 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
QCT 2 7 20136 
Attorney f o r  Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN RND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR2005-31717 
Plaintiff, ) 
) MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF 
vs . ) STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC 
) DEFENDER 
COREY SEAN FREDERICK, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
COMES NOW, The defendant, COREY SEAN FREDERICK, by and 
through his attorney, THOMAS A. SULLIVAN, Assistant Canyon County 
Public Defender, and hereby moves this Court for its Order, 
pursuant to Idaho Code §19-867, et. seq., and Rule 13(b) (12) and 
(19), Idaho Ap~ellate Rules, appointing the State Appellate Public 
Defender's Office to represent the defendant-appellant in all 
further appellate proceedings and allowing counsel for the 
defendant-appellant to withdraw as counsel of record. 
THIS MOTION is made and based upon the following grounds 
and reasons: 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER - 1 
1. The defendant-appellant is currently being repre- 
sented by the Canyon County Public Defender, 
2. The State Appellate Public Defender is authorized by 
statute to represent the defendant-appellant in all felony 
appellate proceedings 
3. It is in the interest of justice for them to do so in 
this case since the defendant-appellant is indigent and any further 
proceedings on this case will be appeals. 
& 
Dated this 57 day of October, 2006. 
Attorney for Defendant 
Residing at Caldwell, Idaho 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the d ~ @  day of October. 2006. I served 
a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing document upon 
the parties below as follows: 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
Canyon County Courthouse 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
[XI Hand delivery 
Molly Huskey [XI First Class Mail 
State Appellate Public Defender 
P.O. Box 83720 
Boise, ID 83720-0005 
MOTION FOR APPOINTMENT OF STATE 
APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER - 2 
cm 
THOMAS A. SULLIVAN 
CANYON COUNTY PUBLIC DEFENDER 
706 E. Chicago 
P.O. Box 606 
Caldwell, Idaho 83606 
Telephone (208) 453-1300 
FAX (208) 454-0136 
Attorney for Defendant 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
) CASE NO. CR2005-31717 
Plaintiff, ) 
) 
vs . ) ORDER APPOINTING STATE 
) APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
COREY SEAN FREDERICK, ) 
) 
Defendant. ) 
TO: IDAHO STATE APPELLATE PUBLIC DEFENDER 
e defendant's Motion to 
Suppress o 
V The defendant-appellant having requested the assistance 
of counsel in pursuing an appeal from the denial of defendant s 
Motion to Suppress in this Court, and the Court being satisfied 
that said defendant-appellant is an indigent person entitled to the 
services of the State Appellate Public Defender pursuant to Idaho 
Code 519-870 and that the appeal is from a judgment or order 
enumerated in Idaho Code 519-870(1); and good cause appearing; 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER - 1 
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER That the State 
Appellate Public Defender is appointed to represent the above named 
defendant-appellant on the appeal from the denial of defendant's 
Motion to Suppress entered in this case. 
IT IS FURTHER ORDERED AND THIS DOES ORDER That trial 
defense counsel shall remain counsel of record for all post-trial 
motions in this case including motions pursuant to I.C.R. 35. 
The State Appellate Public Defender's Office is provided 
the following information concerning this case: 
1. The defendant-appellant's trial defense counsel is: 
Canyon County Public Defender, 706 E. Chicago, P.O. Box 606, 
Caldwell, Idaho, 83606-0606. 
2. Defendant-appellant's trial defense counsel has 
advised the Court that the defendant-appellant's current address 
is: Corey Frederick, 1600 Hill Ro 
Dated this 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER - 2 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the 7 day of , 2006, 
I served a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing 
document upon the parties below as follows: 
Canyon County Prosecuting Attorney 
Canyon County Courthouse 
Galdwell, ID 83605 
Canyon County Public Defender 
706 E. Chicago 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
[XI Hand Delivery 
[XI Hand Delivery 
Katherine Klemetson, Court Reporter [XI Hand Delivery 
Canyon County Courthouse 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
Theresa Randall 
Appellate Clerk 
Canyon County Courthouse 
Caldwell, ID 83605 
[XI Hand Delivery 
Molly Huskey [XI First Class Mail 
State Appellate Public Defender and 
P.O. Box 83720 [XI Via Fax to 
Boise, ID 83720-0005 (208) 334-2985 
Corey Sean Frederick 
1600 Hill Road 
Homedale, ID 83628 
[XI First Class Mail 
md Deputy Clerk 
ORDER APPOINTING STATE APPELLATE 
PUBLIC DEFENDER - 3 
MOLLY J. HUSKEY 
State Appellate Public Defender 
State of ldaho 
I.S.B. # 4843 
S A M  B. THOWS 
Chief, Appellab Unit 
I.S.B. # 5867 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane 
Boise, tdaho 83'103 
(208) 334-2712 
DEC I 9 2 1  
CANYON COUNV CLERK 
J tSELQAf30, DEPUTY 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT 
OF THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR CANYON COUNTY 
STATE OF IDAHO, ) 
Plaintiff-Respondent, 1 1 CASE NO. CR-2005-31727 
v. 
1 
1 S.C. D O C K t  NO. 
COREY SEAN FREDERICK, 1 AMENDED 
1 NOTICE OF APPWL Defendant-Appellant. 
-l 
TO: THE ABOVE-NAMED RESPONDENT, STATE OF IDAHO, AND 
THE PARTY'S ATTORNEYS, DAVID L. YOUNG, CANYON COUNTY 
PROSECUTOR, 1115 ALBANY STREET, CALDWELL, ID 83605, AND THE 
CLERK OF THE ABOVE-ENTITLED COURT: 
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN THAT: 
1. The above-named appellant appeals against the above-named 
respondent to the ldaho Supreme Court from the Judgment and Commitment 
and Order of Probation Suspended Execution of Sentence entered in the above- 
entitled action on the 22nd day of September, 2006, the Honorable Juneal C. 
Kenick, presiding. 
2. That the party has a right to appeal to the ldaho Supreme Court, and the 
judgments or orders described in paragraph I above are appealable orders 
under and pursuant to ldaho Appellate Rule (I.A.R.) 1 I(c)(l-10). 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL - Page I 
000096 
3. A preliminary statement of the issues on npppaal, which t h e  appellant then 
intends to assert in the appeal, provided any such list of issues on appeal shall 
nat prevent the appelfant from asserting other issues on appeal, is: 
(a) Did the district court err in denying the  appellant's Motion to  
Suppress? 
4. There is a partion of the record that is sealed. That portion of the  r e ~ o r d  
that is sealed is the Presentence Investigation Report (PSI). 
5. The  appellant requests the  preparation of the entire reporter's standard 
transcript as defined in I.A.R. 25(a). The  appellant also requests the  preparation 
of the following portions of the reporter's transcript: 
(a) Motion to Suppress  held on February 21, 2006; 
(b) Change of Plea held on April 17, 2006; and  
(c) Sentencinsr Hearing held on September 18, 2006. 
6. The  appellant requests t he  standard ctetk's record pursuant to I.A.R. 
28(b)(2). The  appellant requests the following documents to be included in the 
clerk's record, in addition to those automatically included under I.A.R. 28(b)(2): 
(a) All items, including anv briefs or memorandums, offered in suoport 
of or in onposition to the Motion to Suor~ress filed or lod~led bv the 
state, aeoellant, or the court including, but not limited to, the Brief in 
O~posi t ion to Motion to Suppress  lodged February 17, 2006; 
(b) Pre-Trial Memorandum l o d ~ e d  February 21,2006; and 
AMENDED NOTICE OF APPSL - Page  2 
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(c) Any exhibib, 
statements, addendurns ta the PSI or other items offered at 
7. 1 miti@: 
(a) That a copy of this Amended Natice, of Appeal has been served on 
the reporter; 
(b) That the appellant is exempt from paying the estimated fee  for the 
preparation of the record because the appellant is indigent. (Idaho 
Code $15 31-3220,31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e)); 
(6) That there is no appellate filing fee since this is an appeal in a 
criminal case (I.C. §$j 31-3220,31-322OA, I.A.R. 23(a)(8)); 
(d) That arrangements have been made  with Canyon County who will 
be responsible for paying for the reporter's transcript, as the client 
is indigent, Idaho Code sg 31-3220, 31-3220A, I.A.R. 24(e); 
(e) That senrice has been made  upon all parties required to be  served 
pursuant to 1.A.R 20. 
DATED this 18" day of December, 2006. 
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that I have this lgth day of December, 2006, caused 
a true and corred capy of the attached AMENDED NOTICE OF APPEAL to be 
placed in the United States mail, postage prepaid, addressed to: 
THOMAS A SULLIVAN 
702 CHICAGO STREET 
PO BOX 806 
CALDWELL ID 83808 0606 
KATHLEEN KLEMETSEN 
11 15 ALBANY STREET 
CALDWECL ID 83605 
DAVID L YOUNG 
CANYON COUNTY PROSECUTORS OFFICE 
I 1 15 ALBANY STREET 
CALDWELL ID 83805 
CLERK OF THE COURT 
IDAHO STATE SUPREME COURT 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE ID 83720 Om1 
HAND DELIVER 
KENNETH K JORGENSEN 
DEPUTY A'TTORNEY GENEWL 
CRIMINAL DIVISION 
PO BOX 83720 
BOISE ID 83720 001 0 
Hand delivered to Attorney General's mailbox at Supreme Court 
Administrative Assistant 
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRlCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNn OF 
STATE OF IDMO, I 
I 
Plainti@- I 
Respondent, 1 Case No. CR-og-31717~C 
1 
-vs- I 
I CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
COREY S W  FWDERTCK, 1 
I 
Defendant- 1 
Appellant. I 
I, G. NOEL HALES, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify the following exhibit 
was used at the Motion to Suppress hearing: 
State's Wibit: 
1 Copy of Bench Warrant Admitted Sent 
The following are also being sent as exhibits as requested in the Notice of Appeal: 
Brief in Opposition to Motion to Suppress, lodged 2-17-06 
Presentence Invesdgation Report 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal of 
the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this day of < *-4?, 0 r L ~ L  t- i , 
/ 
lerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho, 
I;n and for the County of Canyon. 
CERTIFICATE OF EXHIBITS 
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRTCT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDMO, 
PlaintiG- 
Respondent, 
COREY SEAN FREDERICK, 
Defendant- 
Appellant. 
1 
1 
1 Case No. CR-og-31717"C 
1 
1 
1 CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
1 
1 
1 
1 
1 
I, G. NOEL HM,ES, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of the 
State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that the above and 
foregoing Record in the above entitled case was compiled and bound under my 
direction as, and is a true, h l l  correct Record of the pleadings and documents under 
Rule 28 of the Idaho Appellate Rules, including specific documents requested in the 
Amended Notice of Appeal. 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal 
of the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this 3 day of 6 b I LJ-LL t y , 
CERTIFICATE OF CLERK 
WtlLlAM H WURST 
District of the State of Idaho, 
for the County of Canyon. 
tLl die\ Deputy 
IN THE DISTBTCT COURT OF THE THIRD JUDICLAL DISTRICT OF THE 
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF CANYON 
STATE OF IDAHO, 1 
1 
PlaintiE- 1 Supreme Court No. 33575 
Respondent, 1 
1 CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
-vs- 1 
1 
COREU S W  FREDERICK, 1 
Defendant- 
Appellant. 
I, G. NOEL HUES, Clerk of the District Court of the Third Judicial District of 
the State of Idaho, in and for the County of Canyon, do hereby certify that I have 
personally served or had delivered by United State's Mail, postage prepaid, one copy 
of the Clerk's Record and one copy of the Reporter's Transcript to the attorney of 
record to each party as follows: 
Molly Huskey, State Appellate Public Defender's Office, 
3647 Lake Harbor Lane, Boise, Idaho 83703 
Lawrence G. Wasden, Attorney General, Statehouse, Boise, Idaho 83720 
IN WITNESS WHEREOF, I have hereunto set my hand and affixed the seal 
s" 
of the said Court at Caldwell, Idaho this day of \ 3 ,  7Oi7 . 
, Clerk of the District 
Court of the Third Judicial 
District of the State of Idaho 
inland for the County of Canyon. By. (1 
I / \AQ Li,+lj-\~t~ I Deputy 
-ry 9 
I 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
